
VII. ALMSGIVING WITHOUT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF

AN ISLAMIC BCONOMY

The collection and distribution of zalcõt by government authorities has been

regarded as an indicator of thei¡ administrative capacity and their commitment to

Islam. In an ideal setting, zalcàt was to be the only tax on Muslims, thus being

transformed from a moral obligation into a religious tax wittrin an Islamic state.

However, although the existence of an Islamic state was cncial for the levy of
religious taxes, the collection and disribution of zakãt as such was not dependent

on it. rilhere there was no Islamic state to collect zalcät, the imãm of the local

Muslim community might call for annual çadaqa, voluntary alms, from all be-

lievers and distribute it himself. The practice of collecting the "alms of everyday

life", which the volunta¡y alms could also be called, will be the focus of this

chapter.

The Impact of Islam

Islamic law is generally divided into th¡ee broad classifications: 'íbàdõt, or'tegu-
lations relating to \r,orship'; mu'amnlãt, or 'regulations relating to social inter-

course', and'uqúbõt, or 'regulations relating to juridical and political matters'-

Sharî'a regulations concerning the observance of the "five pillars" of Islam,

whichare shahãdaor'theproclamationof faith', çalãtor 'thedailyfiveprayers',
zakãt ot 'the donations of alms', laum or 'the fasting during the month of
Rama{ãn', nd þajj or 'the pilgrimage to Mecca', were and are all upheld in Mus-

lim societies. In the case of zakat, it has been underlined throughout this study

that its observance as part of the private sphere of the Muslim communities was

not a problem: alms were either directly given to the poor or tbrough a shaikh or

imam acttngas an intermediary.

However, in the public sphere the application of sharî:a regulations which re-

late to juridical and political matters \r/ere more diffrcult to define- Joseph Schacht

classifies mu'ãmalãt and'uqûbõt under th¡ee broader headings:

l. family law, including marriage, divorce, and that which sets out family
relaúonships, as well as inheritance and religious foundations;

2. the law of contracts and obligations;
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3. penal law, constitutional law, taxation and law of war.l

Stewa¡t notes that application of the sharí,a had its greatest effect on family
law as well as the law goveming inheritance. The law governing religious founda-
tions was applied in some cases, such as in Mauretania, but not elsewhere in sub-
Saha¡an Africa, with some few exceptions.2 Schacht's third class - penal law,
constitutional law, taxation and law of war - seemed, with a few exceptions,
never to have had any great impact in most of the Muslim states in the Bilãd al-
Sùdãn. The proper procedures for jihõd, for example, were rarely, if ever, follow-
ed and there a¡e only a few references to the preliminary triple invitation to one's
opponent to conveÍ or submit. Also, little suggests that conversion was imposed
after conquest. Rather, as Fisher has underlined, ribute was the more desi¡ed end.

Fisher presents as an example from the middle of the lTth century the case of the
ruler of Baghirmi, 'Abd al-Qãdir, who after his retum from his pilgrimage to
Mecca, deposed his father and then raided many peoples, converting them to
lslam and imposing upon them the jizya, that tax specifically reserved for non-
Muslims living under the protecúon of a Muslim state.3 Similar examples have

been put forw¿rd by Hunwick with regard to the jihãds of Askiya al-Hãjj Mubarn-
mad of Songhay.4 However, the blurring of the mlings of the sharî,a was not con-
fined to the early Muslim states. For example, Hamman Yaji, the notorious slave
raider and emir of Madagali, who lived at the beginning of the 20th cenrury,
seemed to have applied simila¡ tactics.S

The main rerìson for the rudimentary or weak application of såar¿? in the
public sphere was that most precolonial Muslim states applied a mixture of a pre-
Islamic ând an Islamic order.ó As mosr of the states in the Bilãd al-Súdãn present-

ed in the study were composed of Muslim as well as non-Muslim communiúes,
the position of the ruler was crucial. Only in a few cases did the ruler base his
position on an "Islamic revolution", in which case he tried to impose Islamic con-
stitutional law. Such cases were, for example, the 19th-century Muslim states in
the Sudan savannah. Ea¡lier attempts to inEoduce Islamic law in the pubtic sphere

I Schacht 1964:76.
2 St*"rt 1973:68,71.
3 PalmerI, 192E: 108-109; Fisher l9?5:77.
4 Hunwick 1985:128.
5 S.u f*h", Yaji 1995.
6 Oth", scholars, such as Rainer Osswald, point to an intemal dichotomy of the ideal sening

when sharí'a could be applied and the actual genesis of Islamic law: Although Islamic law
emerged within the frameworks of an existing state - the Caliphate - it was developed by
private scholars in opposition to the ståte. The result was, according to Osswald, the devel-
opment of a codex that wâs based upon what morally should be done, but what could not be
applied in practice. especially in those fields which concemed the state and would have
regulated its actions. See further Osswald 1993: 193.
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were usually aborted or only partially successful, as w¿ts the case in Songhay

during the reign of Askiya al-Hãij Muhammad and during the saifawa dynasty in

Bomo. In other states, which were either ruled by nominally Muslim rulers who

did not attempt to introduce an Islamic order within their realms, such as in the

Volta region, or in stâtes and societies where the Muslim community composed a

minority, Islamic law was only applied within the Muslim communities and in

cases which involved Muslim pa$ners but it had no influence upon the public

sphere at all.

Stewart underlines the interpretation of Mauretanian schola¡s with regards to

the application of Islariic law in the public sphere. According to them, sharl'a

regulations should regulate ma¡ters relating to social intercourse as well as reli-

gious foundations, contlacts and obligations due to the absence of a Muslim

govemment. Thus, they considered themselves to be within the arQ al-slba, being

itself an extension of the Moroccan bilad al-síba,'the land of dissidence', which

was in opposition to the bilãd al-makhzan, or 'area undef control of the Muslim

ruler' (in their case, the sultan of Ma¡r¿kesh). Constitutional law and taxation had

no relevance tn the ar( al-slå¿ where no centralised government existed.T On the

other hand, the religious authofity of the sultan continued to be recognised in the

bilãd al-siba in Morocco but not inthe ar{ al'síåa of Mauretania-B

Again, the case of Borno is something of an exception to this pattem. A
centralised government was established in Borno, including a chancellery and a

treasury - although nothing more is known of their functions due to the almost

total lack of written Squrces. However, it seems as if Muslim law was enforced by

the government. For example, refusal to pay zalcãt was punished as this was

regarded as apostacy and a sign ofrebellion (frtna). There is one fefefence to a

l5th-century king in Bomo who sent his envoys to collect zalût from the people

of Logone, but they refiised and attâcked the tax collectors. As a consequence, the

tax expedition retaliated and ren¡rned to the king with both zal<ät and war booty.g

7 Sæ,""rt 1973:jl-73.
8 Abun-Nasr l9E7:23'1. See also \Vaærbury l9?0. However, seve¡al Moroccan rulers during

the 'Alawite dynasty, especially during the reign of Mawlay Isma'il (reg. 1672-Ûn), vted
to establish Moroccan rule in Mauretania and sometimes local Mau¡etanian leaders recog-

nised the Moroccan sul¡an's sovereignty, but th€se efforts were in general never longJasting.

It seems as if the Moroccan rulers were able to control the collection o1 zakãt some extend

within the bilãtlal-makhzan, the land under the authority ofthe sultan. l9th-century reports

about the revenues and fiscal basis of,Alawi Morocco reveal that the Qur'ãnic taxes, such as

zakõt and.l¡sl¡r (¡he former was a tax on animals whereas the latter was the tithe on produce

in Morocco) were collected. Howeve¡ the income from the Qur'ãnic taxes generated a rather

small amount of revenue. lnsread, at the end of the l9th century, half of the financial
resources of the govemment \ilere collected from customs revenue. (Raymond l97O:273)

9 P"l-", 1936;26-28.
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In his monograph on the history of poverry in Africa John liffe argues that
poverty was a common condition in many societies of the sudan savannah. He
identifies the poor as being those who were handicapped and were unfortunate
individuals who lacked family care and support, in addition to vicrims of periodi-
cal, political and climatic insecurity- His main argument is that poor persons
were, in most cases, helped by personal generosity rather than instinrtional provi-
sion. Iliffe, as well as other scholars, have noted the lack of waqf, permanent
endowment in property or money to support a mosque or provide schools, hos-
pitals, public baths, bread for poor students and prisoners, or a host of other
services, in the sudan savannah.l0 Further, although Iliffe makes an effort to
identify the levy and distribution of zalcât at least in some lgth-cennrry sub-saha-
ran Muslim states, this form of institutionatised almsgiving was not the general
manner of providing relief to the poor in sub-Saha¡an Muslim societies.tl

Iliffe argues that the collection and disaibution of zakãt by the secula¡
authorities was an accurate indicator of thei¡ administrative capacity and commit-
ment to Islam.l2 However, as has been argued in rhe previous chapters, the ques-
tion of zalcãt is more problematic. First, one can argue that secular authorities a¡e
not in the position to administer the levy of zakãt due to its religious narure of
being a moral obligation, sanctioned by the Qupãn and Islamic law and to be
enforced by Muslim, or rather, Islamic authorities and not secula¡ ones. second,
at least in theory, it was the obligation of the Muslim ruler, as being the imõm of
the community, to administer and supervise the collection and distribution of
zakat.\"his argument can be developed further in saying that zalcãt, as an institu-
tionalised form of almsgiving based upon the collection of zakãt as a religious
tax, was possible only in Islamic states, namely states that were ruled by a
Muslim ruler and governed by Muslim law and where at least the majority of the
inhabitants were Muslims.

Was zalùt then a possible foundation for a functioning, so-called "social
welfa¡e system" in Muslim states in precolonial Af¡ica? According to Michael
Watts, at least in the case of the Sokoto Caliphate, the argument would be valid.
The grain tithe or zak*a (zaleãt) ensured, according to Watts, the possibility of
grain accumulation during bountifr¡l years and its redistribution dudng famine

l0 The absence of wa$ in the Bilãd al-Sudãn is mainly due to a different concepr of land
"ownership". Whereas the establishment of wa$ is predicated upon the existence of private
proP€rty, the general concept among the societies in the Sudan savannah was land use based
on the concept of communal ownership. However, local variations were common and private
ownership of land seemed to have already existed in some localities in the precolonial era.
See further Andenon l9l: 185-186,217.

I I riffe r9B7: 4247 .
12 riffe 1987:45.
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years.l3 Watts' statement has, however, been questioned on the basis of the

problem between an ideal to be established and the known realities presented in
the few sources available.l4 A similar critique was put forward in the other chap-

ters of the study and it would be anach¡onistic to argue that the levy of zakàt was

the basis of a welfa¡e policy. In fact, the levy of zakõt was not part of a state wel-
fare policy but a state tax policy, its main objective being ttre support of the state

and its ruling class.

Instead of insisting on the existence of a rudimentary Islamic welfa¡e policy
based upon the collection and disnibution of zakåt, I prefer John Hunwick's con-
cept of z¿t¿-t constituting a central part of a "moral economy of salvation". The
key issue of this "moral economy of salvation" was the purification of "wealth"
through belief in God, the practice of worship and almsgiving. Increase in wealth
through any unjustified accumulation of capital, called ribd,is condemned in the

Qufãn as well as in Islamic law, as is stated in sura 2:276: "God wipes out riåri
and makes cha¡itable donations ptofitable."ls Therefore, what mattered was the
private act and what was to become the comerstone of Muslim charity in sub-

Saha¡an Africa was not institutional but private charity, narnely gadaqa. Such an

argument would also clarify the problem indicated at the beginning of the srudy:

the lack of records for zalcat in sub-Saharan Africa. This lack could be explained
by the fact that Muslims, who did not live in Muslim states, distribted gadaqa as

their fulfilment of the third pillar of faith; it was voluntary and private and thus

unrecognisable by the authorities but only by God.
The voluntary, private and unrecognisable way of giving alms is not only

limited to Islam and the concept of çadaqa.It can be argued thæ giving assistance

to family members, neighbours and sometimes even strangers in need is a com-
mon feature in all human communities and societies. Michael Watts terms this
unofficial assistance 'þeasant charity", where social Íurangements and mutual
assistance were its backbone (referring to the concept of reciprocity as used by
James Scott), and where gift giving, redistribution and mutual exchange were acts
which levelled extemal risks and shocks, such as a harvest failure, and guaranteed

a measure of subsistence security.l6 $adaqa can therefore be understood as an

Islamic expression of such "peâsant charity" and it can be argued that it was

through ;adaqa and its articulation that the poor and the needy received
assistance. My argument is that due to the flexible nanxe of ;adaqa - as it could
include pre-Islamic norms and traditions of mun¡al assistance and reciprocity -

rilatts 1983a: 138.

See Chapter V and Weiss 1998a.

Hunwick 1999a 72-74.

Watts 1979: 122.

l3

l4

l5

ló
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voluntary almsgiving or the "almsgiving of the private sphere" was to become a
well-established way of assisting the poor in the Bilãd al-Sùdãn wherever Mus-
lims lived. rWhereas zal<ãt, dae to it being an inseparable part of the establishment

of an Islamic order, had a rather limited impact as long as such an Islamic order
had not been established.

Almsgiving and Muslim Moral Order

Despite the lack of quantitative sources which might establish the impact of alms-
giving in precolonial sub-Saharan Muslim Africa, the bulk of oral and written
literature does, on the other hand, provide the basis for a qualitative observation.
The ideal Muslim order was projected in proverbs, praise-songs and sermons -
how to live the life of a good Muslim in accordance with the Qufãn, the sunna of
the Prophet and the shar-t'a, as, for example, expressed in the homily-part of the

Wakar Bagauda ('Song of Bagauda'):

Say to them that I tell them to put aside:a/<d
And he who refuses shall descend in¡o Hell-frc. 17

Usman dan Fodio, in one of his poems, described the ideal community where

mutual assistance was the norm:

With our wivqs, our children, all our slaves and our goods,
we Muslims will go together.
And our blind and halt and aged, and whoever is afraid,
we will all go together.
We will tmvel too wilhout thirst or hunger;
we wilt rejoice in that which is swe¿t one with one other.lS

The normative role of Islam is evident in many proverbs. People were urged
to give alms to the poor, to dress in accordance with Islamic nonns and to follow
the five pillars of Islam: "If one does good, Allah will interpret it to him for

I7 Hiskett l9ó5: 113. A similar refercnce id found in several poems of Nana Asma,u, a daugh-
ter of Usman dan Fodio. For example, in her poem Tanbíh al-ghdfilin ('The \ilay of the
Pious', wriuen c. 1820), she comments on the "Barriers Dividing Man from Paradise" that
"First: Death. il is the destiny of every soul [...]. As for its remedy, it is the avoidance of
disobedience, and frequency in almsgiving" (Boyd & Mack 1997: 23). About forty years

later in her poem Dalilin samw,ar Allah (Reasons for Seeking God, written c. 1861) she -
again - urged the Muslims ¡o remember they duties: "O People of the Muslim Community,
let us renew our efforts. Repent and obey God's commandments/ For to desist from evil is to
show repentance. The Shahãda, and prayer are true/ And the fast, alms [zakkal and the
pilgrimage for those with the means" (Boyd & Mack 1997: 26ó).

l8 Robinson I 896b, Poem E by Uthman dan Fodio, verse 35-37.
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good."lg In fact, the moral obligation, if not moral imperative, of almsgiving is a

central theme in, for example, Hausa proverbs:

Take the com stalks to rhe siæ before moving.2o

Whoever does not share in the prosperity of another person will die in poverty.2l

A rich man who does not help the poor is like a big ree which gives no cooling
shade.22

Travelling students were among those who urged their fellow countrymen to

give them alms. Rudolf Prietze has collected a grcat variety of begging songs of
such travelling students and schola¡s, who praised and hailed those who gave

them alms and food and abused those who refused to help them. Although the

students and malams ('Muslim scholars') were supposed to be one of the eight
categories of lawfr¡l recipients of zakåt, it is evident from the songs that it was the

intention and decision of the giver and not the recipient when and to whom, if at

all, were the alms and gifu to be given:

Everything worldly is in vain, this is what I teach You, yea human child,
If there is no more prayer and no morc gadaqa ...

Donations are not given for the begging song,
But for the sake of Altah and his Prophet.æ

Some Hausa proverbs recognise almsgiving as a mutual act, and underline
the role and position of the recipient. "One does not love another, if one does not
accept anything from him"z is an incitement to accept the gifts of the giver,
whereas the proverb "Give him who gives you a bundle of cornstalks one of
wood"ã underlines the reciprocal process of gift-/almsgiving. A similar theme is
presented in the Kanu¡i story "The unsuccessful courting". A poor man wanted to
woo a beautiful girl, but her parents refused to let her marry the poor man. The
girl believed in vain that her parents would give her to the poor man as alms
(sadaqa), but her parents answered that she was meant to be given fo a malam as

his wife.26

However, the basic concept \¡/as the moral, if not divine, order: "Allah has

the portioning out of blessings, if it was man who had the distribution of them,

Burton 1865, proverb 29.

Whitting 1940: 104, This proverb is interpreted as urging the listeners to prepare one's
abode in the next world by giving alms in this world.

Kirk-Greene 1966, proverb 469.

Mischlich l9l l.
hieue l9l6a:55,60.

Burton 1865, proverb 15.

Whitling 1940:9.

Lukas 1929:66--67.
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some would go without."2? Poor people and beggars were, in fact, needed for the

Muslims for their realisation of their faith: the fulfilment of the third pillar was

not possible without them. This was, for example, the theme in a Fulbe story,
called "The god-fearing man and the stinking fish". The story is about a generous

man, who became poor because of being too generous, but was saved/rewa¡ded

by Cod afterwards. However, the beggar, who received the gift of the generous

man, remained poor, because he was the link between God and man; his dufy was

to urge people to do pious acts.28

Despite the moral/divine order, reality proved different. The local reality was

often articulated in the songs and proverbs, such as when blind people made their
fellowmen help them: "You a¡e a blind man. Anybody will do something good

for a blind man. Allatr will help me [the giver], if I take you into my house. Come

into my house and live with me."D Yet, the blind man received help not only
because of the generosity, human love and Islamic piety of the giver, but also

because the giver was slue to benefit from his act. The blind man might become

one of his subordinates, and God might remember his generosity. Poverty and

wealth lived side by side in reality, as was underlined time after time by oral
texts:

Allah has not distributed equally.3o

The blind man has to be,patient with his leader. The poor man pleases the rich man, the
subordinate his superior.r I

He who has no house bas no word in society.32

People distributed alms both as pious acts and out of generosity, but as often
to gain advantage fo¡ themselves. Tremearne, for example, noted the habit of
ritual offerings in the name of giving çadaqa among the Hausa in times of out-
breaks of fevers: "There is a fever which breaks out when the guinea-com is ripe,

and the only way of avoiding it is to give presents of corn to the poor.'ú3 In such

Rattray II, l9l3: 260.

See Abdallah Adam l9l3: 32-34.The fact that charity and generosity belonged to the moral
order and is regarded in Islam as a religious duty was. among othen, already recognised by
riy'estermarck in his study on the developnrent of moral ideas. Thus Westermarck noted that
nobody in Momcco would like to eat in the presence of other people without sharing his or
her meal with them. The poor and needy were said to be in possession of a powerful
weapon: their voice, by which they would curse a niggardliness and uncharitable person or
bless the generous one (lilestermarck 1906: 561-563,565).

Frobenius 1933: 354.

Mischlich 1906: 380.

Mischlich 190ó:674.

Koelle 1854, proverb 9.

Tremeame 19l3:55.
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a case, the offering was no longer for the sake of God - as it should be according

to the Islamic ideal - but for the sake of the givers themselves. This discrepancy

or rift between the ideal Muslim order and the reality of life was a general point

of criticism for the Muslim schola¡s in their texts:

This world, thou knowest, is a market-place; everyone comes and goes, both stranger

and citizen. This world is a sowing place for the nexq all who sow good deeds shall

enter ¡he gr."t.ity.g

A blind man, in whose heårt fu's word exists, is not a blind man, but a man, who has

good eyes but he who does not see the language of the Qur'an, he truly is a blind

--.35

Sometimes the rift between the ideal and the reality was criticised, as in the

Hausa proverb "Anticipating support, like the malam who refuses to farm on

account of the tithe".36 This proverb wams against "counting the chickens before

they are hatched": a malam is one of the recipients of the uthe (mkøt), but if the

harvest fails, he rnight not receive anything at all. In one Hausa praise-song, the

insecure conditions but also the expectations of the recipients were bluntly
presented:

You lords of the towns (masu gari), let you be openhanded, the common people
(¡alakawa) are suppressed by the land tax (kurdin kasa); ... You know, whoever tums to
the King, he has no more poverty to fear.37

Perhaps the moral teaching of the oral literature is best summarised by the

Kanuri saying: "It is better to win the heart of a benefactor than to avariciously
beg from him.-38 In the end, however, he who refused to give alms and pay the

tithe as well as consciously reft¡ses to follow the Muslim order might be sure not

to cross the "narrow bridge on the day of Judgement", as one Hausa oral text
reminds its listeners.39

Zakãtin the Private Sphere: Muslim Communities in Non-Muslim Societies

The religious movement in West Africa with regard to Islam and the relation bet-

ween Muslims and non-Muslims was, as Lamin Sanneh has underlined, included

two different categories of people. First, there were the transmitters. These trans-

Robinson 189ób. Poem A by Malam Lima Chidia, verse 15 ¿nd 18.

Flegel 1884:456.

Whiuing 1940: 104.

P¡ietøe 1927: I l3-l 14, verse 29,47 (Preislied auf Garba),

hietze l915: 108, p,roverb 20.

Skinner lII. 19'11 a: 321.

v
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mitters were of foreign origin and stayed in the Sudan savannah for varying
lengths of time. Some of these lransmitters were traders, others were craftsmen

offering their services to rulers and other leading members of the society. A third
group \rrere the itinerant scholars: missionary agents concemed with the spread of
Islam or with its proper observance. However, as Sanneh has noted, these trans-

mitters were but a minority among those who took part in the process of the Is-
lamisation of sub-Satra¡an Africa The second group, and according to Sanneh by
far the more important one, were the recipients: local populations who were Is-
lamised with varying degrees of success and who subsequently adjusæd the faith
to the African situation with uneven thoroughness.4

The general pattern of Islam in precolonial lù/est Africa was the coexistence

of Muslim enclaves and settlements arrong non-Muslim societies. The most well-
known examples are the Juula (Dyula, Wangarawa, Yarse) and the Maraka (sing.

Markaal¡ settlements which were inhabited by a variety of Muslim populations

and usually led by an imãm. The migration of Islamised clans into non-Muslim
communities was a widespread Sudanese phenomenon. Juula migrations can be

traced to the Soninke dispersal of 'Wagadu (ancient Ghãna) and with the migration
of Mande-speaking rading clans, such as the Ya¡se and Wangarawa, from the

upper Niger (ancient Mãh) to the fringes of the rainforest, the Volta area (Yarse)

and Hausaland (lWangarawa), starting from the l4th century.a2 By the lSth centu-

ry, therefore, Mande-speaking trading and clerical lineages had established an

Islamic presence throughout the westem Sudan.a3

Peacefi¡l coexistence with their non-Muslim neighbours was the norm. This
norm of so-called "paciñc clericalism" was initially established by the 16th-cen-

tury Muslim scholar al-Hãii Salim Suwa¡i, who based his teaching on a principled

disavowal of jih'ãd and withdrawal from political centres. He also established
travel as essential to clerical life. Æ-Hejj Salim Suwa¡i is regarded among both
the Juula and the Jakhanke, Mande-speaking Muslim traders and schola¡s in the

Senegambia, to be the architect of thei¡ similar ways of life.4

Sanneh 1997: 12-13.

The Maraka did not form a unified ethic or linguistic group. Some consider themselves
Marako je or white Maraka and claim origin from thc Soninke whercas othcrs are consid€red
to be Maralø fin or black Maraka or Maraka jalon, referring to recently converted Muslims
(Roberts 1987:7).

On the Hausa migration, see Adamu 1978; on the Wangarawa, see al-flajj 1968 and Lovejoy
1978; on the Wangara, see Massing 2000.

On Mande settlements in Siera Læone, see Skinner 1978; on Juula settlemenrs in the region
of Kong, see Green 1986. A geoeral discussion about the spread of Mande-speaking t¡aders
a¡d establishment of trade networks is p,resented in Brooks 1985 and Wilks 2000.

See further Sanneh 197ó; Sanneh 1979; tililks 2000.
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The Suwa¡ian tradition established a basis for an Islamic order within a non-

Islamic environment. In his teachings, Al-Hãjj Salim stressed the peaceful co-

existence of Muslims and non-Muslims. At the same time he stressed the neces-

sity of solidarity among the Muslims, pointing out that intra-community rivalry

and fragmentation were two of the factors which eventually could be exploited in

jihãd.4s Wilks has summa¡ised the Suwa¡ian position vis-à-vis non-Muslims.

Fitst, kufr or unbelief was the result of ignorance rather than wickedness (which

was pârt of God's plan). Second, God's grand design for the world was such that

some people remained in the state of ignorance longer than othe¡s. Third, follow-

ing the two first postulates, true conversion can therefore only occur in God's

time and man rryas not to interfere with His will. Fourth, as a consequence of the

third postulate, jihãd was an unacceptable method of conversion. Therefore, ñfth,
Muslims may accept the authority of non-Muslim mlers, and even suPport it
insofar as it enables them to follow thei¡ own way of life in accordance with the

Islamic ideal. This fifth posnrlate is important, as it enabled Muslims to engage in
the political life of the society they were living in without being marked as

"mixers" or "apostates". However, the Suwarian tradition further stresses two

points, which formulated the realisation of Islam Írmong the Muslim community.

The sixth point was that the Muslims had to present the unbelievers with example,

qudwa, whereas the seventh point was that the Muslims had to commit them-

selves to education and learning as well as to ensure that thei¡ own religious and

ritual observance was in accordance with Muslim law and free from error.6
ln sum, the Suwarian tradition was directed towards intemal reform within a

community of believers which existed among non-believers. Muslims lived as

schola¡s and uaders under the patronage of non-Muslim rulers. Therefore, as

Levtzion, :rmong others, has underlined, Islamic beliefs and practices were ac-

comrnodated as a supplement to existing religious systems, both by the clerics as

well as by the rulers and unbelievers. Adaptation to the local environment

emphasised magical and ritual elements - such as the production of amulets and

charms by local clerics - rather than the legal aspects of Islam. Therefore, Muslim

clerics became integrated into the African socio-political systems because they

played similar roles to those of the local priests.aT

However, there was a danger of being too acconmodationist and eventually

assimilating too much with the local society and its traditions, rituals and beliefs.

As a countermeasure, the Suwarian tradition urged the Muslims towards taiüd,
the constant and conscious concern for the renewal and reinvigoration of the Mus-

Sanneh 1976:63.

Wilks 2000: 98,

Levtzion 1987:21
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lim content of the internal cultu¡e. Yet, critical scholars might find such a position
to be unsatisfactory, and could claim that the political context of Islam was played
down, if not lost, by the adherents of the suwarian radition. In the west African
setting, this critique was a¡ticulæed by al-Maghîh in his rigorous position towards
the unbelievers and the political role of Islam. Muslims should not live in non-
Muslim lands and a non-Muslim ruler was not allowed to n¡le over Muslims. In-
stead of accommodation, emigration (hijra) and eventually confrontation (iihãd)
were to be chosen.4

The teachings of al-Magru-li and other critical schola¡s in the lSth and lgth
centuries were to inspire the various militant reform movements which swept
over the sudan savannah.49 However, as wilks has pointed out, the second half of
the lSth century also witnessed a vigorous renewal of Suwa¡ian leaming.s0

what is important to note is the duality of the Suwarian tradition. As there
was no Islamic - or even Muslim - state, the Islamic order had to be established
within the community of believers at the same time as the community was living
among the non-believers. Therefore, within these communities the imâm, the
shaykh or the schola¡s \ryere the guardians of law and order. Such communities
were also patriarchal and ried to establish an ideal microcosm. within this micro-
cosm, all five pillars of Islam were practiced, including the payment of zakãt or
çadaqa. Almsgiving was not a voluntary act or private moral obligation, but part
of the public sphere of the microcosm. one could even argue that only the estab-
lishment of such a microcosm made the realisation of zakãt possible. Further, it
could be argued that only within this semi-public sphere of the communities of
believers within a society of non-believers was zakàt handled in the way the

Qur'ãnic ideal had prescribed, i.e., being collected from all members by the imãm
or shaykh, being disbursed among the poor, needy, wayfarers and collectors.
Perhaps it was this "realised ideal" that provoked militant Muslim reformers to
replicate a simila¡ model on the level of the state?

One example of Muslim enclaves among non-Muslim communities a¡e the
Ma¡ka in the upper Niger Valley. Like the Jakhanke, thei¡ scholarly families had
abandoned the physical for the spirinral struggle and followed the suwa¡ian tradi-
tion. Ma¡aka usually settled in autonomous or semi-autonomous villages or in
separated quarters in the towns. Faithfi¡l to their tradition, they did not impose
their belief and practices on their non-Muslim neighbours, instead they, as a
general rule, participated in the daily life of the whole community. Thus, rhese

Muslim communities were in the habit of organising feasts and processions out-

See further Levøion 1987; also Lcvrzion 1985 and Fisher 1986.

Sce funher Last 19E7.

Wilks 1995:62.
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side mosques for the invocation of rain, sun and a good harvest. Intemally, how-

ever, these Muslim communities enfo¡ced Muslim law and t¡ied to establish an

Islamic order. The imãms led the prayers, maintained the mosques, distributed

alms (sadaqa), and presided over family ceremonies. Some Muslim scholars

organised Qur'ãnic schools. Muslim law was observed which meant that most

Ma¡aka prayed, gave alms and fasted. Those with âdequate resources performed

fhe hajj which, incidentally, could take ten to fifteen years. Islamic law regulated

the private life within the community: maniages, baPtisms, circumcisions,

divorces and burials. Muslim dress codes were observed, and believers were

expected to avoid prohibited food and beverages. However, although the supre-

macy of the shar.t a was recognised, many Ma¡aka integrated magic, divination

and other animist practices into thei¡ Islamic doctrine.5l

However, Perinbam has pointed out that in the case of the Ma¡ka commu-

nities in Eastern Beledugu, Islamic law was not always observed. Land tenure

was not regulated by the sharí'a but by indigenous customs which permitted

individual usufruct over private ownership. Inheritance laws were also modified.

Thus, as in most other places in the Sudan savannah, þubus ot the holding of
inalienable lands in pious trust for cha¡itable purposes was not pfacticed.s2 This

could be explained by the fact that the Muslim community was able to take care

of its poor members by other means, such as by the help provided through

families and by almsgiving but it was also due to the different conception of land

use among Af¡ican societies.

Neither zakãt nor any other taxes, such as iizya, kharai or ?.tår, were

imposed in Eastem Beledugu.s3 The reason for the non-imposition of religious or

Qw,ãnic tÐ(es was due to the non-existence of a Muslim regime or state which

would have had the legal authority to enforce the collection and distribution of
such uu(es. Thus, while obligatory almsgiving in the form of zakãt r¡/as not Per-

formed, the giving of voluntary alms had replaced the moral obligation to observe

the third pillar of Islam. As a consequence, the imãm or almamy was the key

person in the performance of this duty: it \¡r'as to him the Muslims gave their alms

and it was he who decided to whom it was to be given.

Another example of the non-imposition of zakåt among Juula communities is

presented by Robert Launay in his study of the Muslim community in Koko in the

nofhern lvory Coast. Though Launay sresses in his fust study that zakãt"..-has

never been collected in Juula society,"g in his latter study he redefines his

Perinbam 1986:65Èó55.

Perinbam 198ó:655.

Perinbam 1986: ó55.

Launay 1982: 132.
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categorical assumption and remarks that jaka (zalaãt) is distributed by individuals
on one specific day, of their own choosing, each year. on this day, Launay
remarks, Muslims a¡e visited by those members of the community who consider
themselves needy. Alms are thereafter distributed as the donor sees fit. However,
according to one of Launay's informants, the failure to offer jatra is considered a
serious breech of religious obligations and invalidates whatever religious merit
one might have accumulated through prayer and the hajj.ss ln facr, one could
argue that this concept of jaka is equivalent fo zakõt al-fitr rather than to zalút
proper.

Launay also noted the practice of saraka (i.e., sadaqa). which is translated by
the Muslims themselves as 'sacrifice', although Launay notes that 'alms', .cha¡i-

ty' or 'free-will gift' would be more appropriate termsj6 As such, the practice of
saraka is similar to Ma¡cel Mauss's notion of giving and receiving gifts: although
in principle free, there were situations and especially rituals where it is obligatory
and involve a public distribution of gifts on a large scale.S? yet, aside from being
a public and obligatory presentation, saraka is given on a voluntary and private
basis. Further, according to Juula scholars, knowledge of saralca belongs both to
siru karamogoya,'secret' knowledge to further private ends, as well as bayani
karamogoya, 'public' knowledge of religious obligations. Thus, as launay under-
lines, saralca can be both a pious act and a strictly this-worldly one: ..[t is this
very applicability in so many contexrs - individual and collective, global and
local - that makes it a key concepr in Islamic practice among the Juula of
Koko.'ó8

The logic of giving alms among the Juula in Koko is fi¡rther complicated by
the fact that individuals use saralca as a means of communicating with God. sara-
&a is offered to God and not to any human recipient, as Launay notes.59 Such an
insight seems to be rather common among Muslims - Imam umoru already
underlined this fact when he wrote of almsgiving among the Hausa: alms are

Launay 1992: 199.

It seems as if the Juula in Koko follow rhe general distinction among Muslims between
sadaqa and zakõt: saraka is in no way a religious obligation, even though it constilutes a
rcligious act (Launay 1992:199).

Such obligatory distributions of saraka included certain wedding and funeral ceremonies as
well as naming ceremonies. The manifest purpose of the distribution of alms is to obtain the
blessing of the whole audience and, by implication, the whole community. In his 1992 study,
Launay identifies two kinds of public saraka, one being the ceremonial distribution of food
and,/or money lo the community at large on behalf of specific individuals, the o¡her one be-
ing a ceremonial meal prepared and consumed by members of a specifrc kin group in order
to promote or maintain harmony within the group. see fufher Launay l9B2: 132 and Launay
1992:210-218.

Launay 1992:200-201, quotaion from p. 200.

I.a:urray 1992:204.
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given for God's sake (sadaka domin Allah), not for man's,O and Koelle noted

th¿¡t sãdåga were "... alms, especially a dinner givenfor God's sake lemphasis

mine, IfVy'].'ól In this way saraka is not quite equivalent to Mauss's notion of a

gift as an ordinary gift would both symbolise and serve to creâte or to perpetuate

mutual obligations between individuals and groups. By receiving saraka, on the

other hand, the recipient is under no obligation to the donor and, as Launay points

out, one must specify when making such an offering that it is indeed saralca, and

not an ordinary gift. As a consequence, the donor gives something to an indi-

vidual in expectation that God, not the recipient, would grant some specific

favour in reom.62

A person with a wish or pledge consults a scholar, who in his turn will advise

him to bestow saralca. However, according to the local concept, it is usually God

who might have indicated the occasion for offering saral<a by sending dreams. In

some üNes, the amount and the nature Of the alms are speciñed, in other cases it
is left open to the discretion of the donor.63 Launay underlines, that such volunta-

ry sarakn needs not be granted to the scholaf who prescribes it, but is usually

given to pious elders and other scholars. However, since the purpose of the gift is

to obtain an effective blessing in retum, schola¡s are likely to be favoured. In fact,

most Muslim scholars in Koko rely on saraka as thei¡ main source of revenue for

pursuing learning as a full-time occupation.ø In simila¡ ways is the concept of

sathlø,offerings/sacrifice, present among the people in northern Sierra Leone and

among the Temne in particular: Sathlca comprises a complex of rites that involve

sacrifice, the blessing of an object for its usefulness, and ancestral offerings. In

@ Mischlich 1909: 255. See also Ferguson 1973: 185: "They [people who have come to pray to

God for rainl collect money, or other things, and give them as alms because of God, and they

æe shared out as alms between those who read the Qtl¡lan because of God [emphasis mine'

Hwl."
6l Koelle 1854:393.
62 Launay 1992 2M.
63 One of Launay's informants in Koko gave a description of a tripaflite division of offerings

inro whire, red, and black objects. White offerings, such as a white chicken, are given when

one wanted to procure something desirable. Red ofrerings, on the other hand, are in¡ended as

a way of avoiding or casting off misfolune whereas black offerings are given in situations

of uncenainty. Red offerings are especially perceived as dangerous and are usually måde to

a blind person, who cannol see what he is receiving but whose misery is already so g¡eat that

God will not punish him any further, or to scholars who have the propcr knowledge for
averting any misfortune that such a giñ might a¡fact' See Launay 1992: 204-206.

g 
Launay 1982:37,132-133. Launay underlines thar such a syst€m of voluntary saral<a

bcnefits scholars morc than anyone else and believes thât it âccounts for a substantial pan of
the revenue of the scholars. The practice of votunhry saraka, however, has come under

heavy attack during rhe laner half of the 20th centufy by the "tilahhabi's", the so-called

"am-crossers or bros croisés", who claim that the whole practice does not constitute charity

at all but benefits only scholars and elders.
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many of these rites the Muslim cleric is an imponant participant and a receiver of
such offerings.tr

Islamisation without the Establishment of an Islamic Order

Lamin Sanneh has made a strong case for a more flexible interpretation of Islam
in sub-Saha¡an communities. Although he notes a so-called "syncretist form of
Islam" that did prevail for a long period in Africa, it would be wrong to suggest
that such a "syncretism" was the basic form of Islam in Africa:

It is syncretist only as a phase or for want of knowing better, not as â permanent ståle,
or ¿t least that is what reform-minded Muslims would say, and prudence or süategy
might make such reformers tum a blind eye to controversial mixing. In the end,
however, syncretism is dry tinder to the passion that faithful observance would in time
ignite. The relevant issue is that non-Muslim societies may be srong enougb to delây
or even put offa final reckoning teaving Muslims with no choice but to acquiesce.ffi

Eva Evers Rosander, among others, has pointed out the difference between
Islamisation as a'hnifying" and universalistic identity-shaping discourse and the
local forms Islam has taken.67 universal Islamic terms and concepts, such as

sharí'a, jãhiliya ('ignorance about Islam'), ¡ahãra ('ritual purity') and baraka
('blessing') are articulâted on the local level and in a specific cultr¡ral context,
producing an endless variety of particular forms of Islam.68

The moral obligation of the Muslim Ìr¡/as to live according to the teachings of
Islam, yet his or her problem was how ro live the life of a good Muslim. The ideal
was the existence of an lslamic order within an Islamic state, ho\ilever, the
practice in sub-saha¡an Africa was fa¡ from that. As has been pointed out, some
of the five pillars of Islam were "easier" to follow than were others. In the case of
almsgiving, the general pattern was what could be termed the "almsgiving of
everyday life". This almsgiving was part of the mutual assistance to neighbours,
the poor, strangers and wayfarers, which did exist before the introduction of Islam
among non-Muslim societies. To give çadaqa or zakãt was therefore not a b¡eak
with local traditions because almsgiving was, as before, part of the private sphere.
However, there was an obvious break with local tradition when zal<ãt was made
part of the public sphere, i.e., turned into a religious tax and its levy controlled by

Skinner 1978: 58-59. According ro Skinner, the Temne word sarkha is derived from
Manding (sadakn) or Susu (saralca) and designated traditional offerings bur also had rhe
general meaning of sacrifice in a Muslim religious c€remony.

Sannch 1997:21-22.

The key advocate of such an approach is Clifford Geertz se¿ Geertz 1968.

Evers Rosander 1997 : 2--3.
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state officials. Yet, it seems:ß if the rift between the private and the public sphere

was only evident on a few occasiOns. The main reason for this was the fact that

the general pattern of almsgiving belonged to the private sphere and only in the

wake of the militant reform movements of the lSth and 19th centuries were there

attempts to institutionalise the collection and distributio¡ of zakåt.

However, although the private sphere of zakãt or almsgiving in everyday life

certainly r¡¡as among the most important aspects of a Muslim way of life, it is at

the same time the least known. As it was not an institution, there are no records to

be found. Muslims were known to have supported students, wayfarers and poor

people, but the actual figures will never be known. Paul Marty noted at the

beginning of the 20th century that in the area of Masina and Jenne, zakãt and

gadaqa had been combined and the clergy and notables of a village distributed

them in the mosque "... to the poor of the village, travellers bereft of Íesqurces,

the cl€rgy and their students, old women left without husbands or children' the

imam, the muezzin, etc.'{g Almsgiving was invisible for two reasons. First, the

giver was nor.supposed to make capital number out of his spending: The right

hand should not know what the left hand is doing. Second, the receiver should not

be ma¡ked and stigmatised; the ideal was to give and receive charity in secret. As

Iliffe has noted, on one hand, ;adaqa was an act ofpersonal generosity designed

to procue worldly prosperity in an "instumental mannet'', yet, on the other hand,

it was also a soufce of social prestige.?o In both casies, it wâs the intention of the

giver which \4/as central to the act. The core value of a wealthy Person is generosi-

ty or karõm,the sharing of wealth with other persons, even a stranger. This notion

of generosity is vividly described by Carolyn Flueh¡-Lobban:

Where land is not private properfy and possessions are minimal and portable, sharing

of life's necessilies is valued. The last draughr of water, loaf of bread, or portion of
meat is given to the guest ove¡ the family member without fanfare on the part of the

donor or gfeat expectâtion of appreciation on ¡he Part of the recipient. Sharing is so

deepty engrained tha¡ to notice its exprcssion is an oádiry þ âny but the outsider'7l

As Anthony Ki¡k-Greene noted, the concePt of the "good man" is not bound

to any particular culture or religion. Among the Hausa, for example, the concept

of. mutumin kirkii or "the good man" refers to the inner quality but also to

behaviou¡. Generosity forms an important part of the concept of mutumin kirkii,

but a generous man would give both in the name of compassion and humanity

(sabo da tausayí) as well as for God's sake (domin Allah):

Iliffe 198?: 45, quoting Pauluarry, Erudes sur I'lslam et les tribus du Soudan 2 (1920):229.

lliffe 1987:43 44.

Fluehr-Lobban 1994.. 46.
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..' rhe whole concept of karama, generosity, may be said to extend to an intense
cordiality of spirit as much as to physical giving, a warm-h€artedness of personality
encapsulared perhaps in rhe English imagery of ',My Lady Bountiful": in Hausa it is
morc than God that loveth a cheerful gle¡.t¿

It would be wrong to claim rhat almsgiving (çadaqa) had been ritualised in
the Bilãd al-sr:dãn rìs a consequence of a merger of non-Muslim norms and Eadi-
tions wirh Muslim ones. Michael watts has noted the eústence of ..elite obliga-
tions" in Hausa society, which included both pre-Islamic nonns of reciprocity as
well as the demand to be generous as an Islamic value.73 The elite as well as the
wealthy members of the society were expected to give assistance to the poorer
members of society as Imam Umoru had underlined:

There a¡e very many towns where the rurer has a big farm. when ir is going to be
cleared, the common pcople (talakawa) gather from different towns and go to work
because they beg cereals from him¡vhen the¡e is faminc. Likewise, the blind (makali)
and cripples (guragu) beg ftom him.74

However, zakat al-fitr is a special case. It was collected at the end of
Ramadãn and was an integral part of the rin¡als that accompanied the festivities of
'id al'¡çr. This special, or even ritual, form of charity was collected from every
Muslim and distributed among the poor and needy in the society. It had never
been a tax but it did not belong to the private sphere; the recipients were the poor
yet they could not claim a fixed part. on the other hand, the payments, which
were made in kind - usually food or grain - were rather small. In fact, one could
argue that zakãt al-fitr was a gift that enabled the poor to pafticipate in the festi-
vities of the community. As in the case of almsgiving, not much is known of the
actual performance of the giving of zakõt al-fitr in precolonial Africa. A rare
description is found in Nachtigal's accounr of the celebrationof ,l-d al-fttr in Kuka
about 1870. Nachtigal, as the head ofhis household, gave presents to all ofhis

72 Kirk-Greene 1974: 6.Nana Asma'u, for example. praises in several elegies rhe virtues of her
family members and her close friends. One main reference is to hail the generosiry and
charitable acts of the p€rsons, such as her brother Muhammad Bello, her huiband Gidado,
her sister Fadima, her brother Muhammad al-Bukhari, her brother-in-law Mustafa or her
cousin Modibo dan Ali. (All elegies as well her other poems are tanslatcd in Boyd & Mack
1997). For example, in her elegy on her friend and companion Aisha, she praised:

"Oh what a woman! Having all the virtues / Of the pious women, humble to their Lord;
of the women who have memorized úe eur,an by heart and who do extra. ln prayers, alms-
giving, then recitation of the QuPân, defending the unjustly treated, carrying ihe burdens of
many responsibilities / she was a guardian of orphans and widows, a pillar of the
community. ensuring harmony" (Lam€ntation for .Aysha/1\,tarthiya Aisha, writren c.
1855/56, translated in Boyd & Mack1997 226).

73 Wats t979: 139; Wans l9E3a.
74 Ferguson 1973:61.
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servants and the members of his household. Thereafter, he gave each of them a

small amount of grain that was to be given as zakåt al-fi¡r:

Each of rhem, in accordance with custom, received a mudd oî dukhn lsorghuml as

sadaqa, rhar is, a châriþble offering, the benefit of which they passed on to the poor

il"ü iu¿ 
"t-et¡.75

Another description of the distribution of the zakõt al-fi¡r is presented by

Imam Umoru in his treatise on customs in |9th-century Hausaland' calling it

zaker nono, 'bowl tax' or zakar ci, 'eating tax':

On the moming the fast is finished. saJiar salla, cvery Muslim gives four measules'

mudu, of cereal, because of God, to any commoner he likes; the reciPient must be a

Muslim for nolhing is given to a kafiri, pagan. This tax [sic!¡ is given for a man, his

wife, and the rest of his family. That is zaka.tÞ

yet, despite the fact that Muslim scholars tried ttreir best to block the mixing

of local and Islamic traditions, the tradition of accommodation that most of the

sub-sahafan scholafs upheld did not reject syncretism if it was applied by "half-

lslamised" people outside the Dar al-lstdm of the local Muslim community. In

some instances, Muslim rifual practices were integrated into local non-Muslim

traditions. In others, local rin¡als were replaced by Islamic ones, but the Islamic

tfaditions were at the same time integtated, such âs in the case of Mawlúd, the

Prophet,s birthday, which is celebrated by the Dagomba chiefs as the Damba

festivat and has very linle of its Islamic character left.?7 In the case of almsgiving,

certain non-lslamic taboos were strong enough to regulate almsgiving. For

instance, in some societies, such as those in the Chad basin, (poor) blacksmiths

were not allowed to feceive any zakãt al-frlr or sadaqa. According to the so-

called "Book of blacksmiths", blacksmiths were excluded from receiving alms:

He who gives a blacksmitb zøkika, does wrong, because it is said: "Give no alms to the

rich, or to a slave, or to a unbeliever, or a hypocrite, or a wicked person like the

blacksmiths, úe slaves of rhe Jews. He who rusts a blacksmith is like him who trusts a

goat or a jackat.'t8

The ambivalent position of the blacksmiths is also known in other sub-

Saha¡an societies and predates the advent of Islam.79

Nachtigal l9E7:28

Ferguson 1973: l7l.
Levtzion 1968:98.

Palmer I, 1928;74.

see, for example, Nachtigal's remark on the position on the smiths in wadai: "No one would

eat wirh a smith, and to be c¡lled a smith is a deadly insult." According to him, the

blacksmiths had a low social st¿tus in Wadai, Darfur, Borno and among the Tubu (Nachtigal

l97l: 179).
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In some other societies, ;adaqa had become a form of ritual sacrifice.
Among the Fur, the state festival called the "covering of the drums,', or the Drum
Festival, was preceded by the reading of the eur'ãn and rirual offerings, called
sadaqa, at the tombs of the past sultans. simila¡ offerings or sacrifices - but no
reading of the Qur'ãn - were made at the rombs of the non-Muslim kings.s In
Baghirmi Nachtigal and his navelling companions made a sacrifice of two hens ar
the commencement of a particulady critical part of their joumey.El At one stage,
Nachtigal noted a form of ritual offerings in a local ceremony at a sacred pole in
Baghirmi:

Ifone needs divine help, or ifone wishes ro placare or thank the deity, one slaughrers
chickens at the pole, smears ir with their bloo-d. and sacrifices food and drink ar it,
inviting friends and neighbours ø slch ¡adaqa.æ

However, Nachtigal's use of the expression is somewhat unclear in the above
case; he might have used the word, sadaqa as a technical term (i.e., analogous to
çadaqa') and give an Islamic interpretation to the offering, whereas the local
people rnight have used another word and would not have connected the offering
lo;adaqa at all.83 Thus, when British officials noted the habit among some non-
Muslim (?) Hausa in the sokoto region of giving .,sadaka" to a tree during the
harvest,& the term reflected the idea of offering and sacrifice but not from an
Islamic point of view, rather a local, non-Muslim one.

A simila¡ influence of Islamic concepts was observed by Rattray in connec-
tion with the funeral ceremony of the Mamprusi in the Volta region. At a certain
moment during the rituals, the widows are bathed and shaved and the shea butter
leaves which they were wearing, along with their hair, were put in a hole over
which they stood while being bathed. This ritual was known as sar,bere which ac-
cording to Rattray, means (the burial oÐ the 'bad gifb'. The expressi on sar,bere,
according to Rattray, is derived from the words sara and bere, sara, againbeing a
comrption of çadaqa, alms. At a later stage of the funeral, the women a¡e dressed
in the late husband's trousers, coat and hat and taking the husband,s bow, they
walk around the late husband's compound. This part of the funeral is known as
the 'good gíft' or sar'somo,8s

o'Fahey 1980: 20. The sacrifice, in fact, preceded rhe ceremony of "firsr sowing".
Nachtigal 1987:287.

Nachtigal 1987: 391.

The use of Islamic terminology was also common among Muslim scholars, such as al-sadi,
in their description of non'Islamic rituals and customs, usually connoting offerings of food
or libations, or animal sacrifice. see, for example, TS in Hunwick t99ga: lo6, fn. 30i).

see NNAK sokprof 2ællgl3, sokoto province, Moriki Disrricr Assessment Reporr l9l3
[Backwell], para24.

Rattray 1932:463.
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Sanneh notes an interesting mixture of Islamic norms and local traditions in

his hometown in Gambia. His mother and other women relatives would set aside

a fortieth part (2.5 per cent) of the rice han',est as iakko, Manding for zakåtl¡. was

paid to the local imam, who might offer a short extempore prayer of thanks for it.

According to Sanneh, the ultimate sanction for payingTak&o comes from indige-

nous ideas of puriry and danger: *Jakko is biner frr¡it and is best got rid of'. In
fact, the background of jakko is pre-Islamic, it being the first-fn¡it ritual of the

new harvest, based on the farming calenda¡ which, by the in[oduction of the

Islamic lunar calenda¡, had been given a new meaning by Muslim ritual code. In
the pre-Islamic rite, women presented jakko in the name of the whole community;

due to Muslim ritual code, jakkoV*ame instead an individual assessment on per-

sonal produce. By nature of his office, ¡he inãm was ill-equipped to enforce the

norms of 7'aÈÈa or punish their infringement, except in asserting the priority of
compliance with zalçåt prescriptions, which were not bound by the agricultural

calenda¡.86 Sanneh's observation is simila¡ to mine in northern Ghana, where

Muslim farmers used to put aside every tenth bundle of com at harvest and these

were given to the local imãm.87

On the other hand, in Sine-Saloum in Senegal, married women (and

youngsters who can dispose of their crops themselves) give a "present" to the

head of the compound. This present, called zaragh. lüolof for zalcat, is seen as a

token of respect, and one way of obtaining his blessings.SS This "present" is ana-

logous to the precolonial praxis of slaves and slavedescendants paying one-tenth

of thei¡ ha¡vest to their mastersÆormer masters, because, according to Islamic
law, zakõt is not incumbent on slaves, but on their master.89

In V/uli in Eastem Senegal, van Hoven noted an interesting mixing of
Islamic and local practices where the Islamic notion of zølcõt had been transferred

from its original meaning of the alms tax to become a "tithe" which is subtracted

from the trousseau and is divided among the sisters of the groom in retum for
services rendered during the marriage ceremonies.s However, although this cus-

tom seems at first sight to be a rather strange mixture, it is not. Instead, this use of
zakdt colld, be explained as a mixing of the words çadaq and zakãt. ln Arabic

;adãq means the bridal dower, the noun itself derived from the verb gadaqa, of.

which the fourth stem form, a;daqa, means 'to fix a bridal dower', and the fifttr
stem form, taçaddaqa, means 'to give alms'. Among the Muslim Hausa, for

Sanneh 1997:3!34.

See llr'eiss 2000.

van Hoven 1996: 704, quoting Venema 1978.

Sanneh 1979: 230,232: van Hoven 1996:704; Sanneh 1997: 59-ó0.

van Hoven 1996.
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example, the groom pud sadaki, a cash payment that legalised the marriage
contract,gl whereas concubines were known as sad'aka.9z

Another example given by sanneh of the merging of indigenous and Islamic
practice was the ritual request for þaþa in sierra Leone. rrte þakpa was an
offering by the local non-Muslim, as well as Muslim, population to the ruler, and
both non-Muslims as well as Muslims would be rewa¡ded afterwa¡ds.93 A similar
case is found in Hausaland in the office of the sarkin noma eiterally 'the king of
the farmers'). This office is of pre-Islamic origin but survives in a purely honorif-
ic way in many Muslim societies. Any individual who proposed to and evennrrally
did ha¡vest 1,000 bundles of grain (demin dubu) could appeal to become a mem-
ber of the prestigious regional community of sarakunan noma.The rituals and
ceremonies connected to the sark¡z nomo were, in fact, a kind of rite of passage,
in which the new sarkin noma was supposed to distribute his wealth of demin
d¿å¿. Nicolas identifies the distribution of grain as an enormous redistriburion
feast, where symbolic capital was acquired and accumulated.9a However, as
watts (paraphrasing Nicholas) has noted, the principal beneficiaries of this form
ofreciprocity tended to be a¡tisans, griots, clan allies, religious dignitaries, village
chiefs and other elite members, thus weakening the reciprocal effect from rich to
poor members of the society. on the other hand, watts stresses the positive
impact of the institution of sarkin noma: he was expected to acr as a kind of
famine reserve: "when the grain of any gida is exhausted the residents may
obtain an interest free loan of grain from the sarkin norna's bins to be repaid at
ha¡:vest." However, due to the Islamisation of Hausaland, the metaphysical basis
of this pre-Islamic custom was eroded - but not its ethical dimension - as recipro-
city as such was not in contrast to Islam.95

An interesting case of the impact of the suwa¡ian radition on the peaceful
coexistence between Muslims and non-Muslims was in the case of the submission
of Muslims to the rule of non-Muslim or "half-Islamised" rulers. This was the
case, for example, in the volta region, which has been studied by Lævtzion and
wilks. As Levtzion underlines, there was a clea¡ distinction in Dagomba, as well

91 Bargery 1934: 879;' Anderson 1954 207, 259-272,277, 369. See also Lovejoy &
Hogendom 1993 : 242-244.

Lovejoy & Hogendom 1993: ll2. According to Lovejoy & Hogendom, rhe wo¡d sad'akn
derived from Ja'to put', and d'aka 'room': hence 'to put in a room'. However, anolher
interpretation could be that ¡he word derives from sadaqaby referring to a gift to someone
as a sign offriendship, the concubine being the gifi. Such an interpreration could explain the
notion of sadøl<¿ in one of Palmer's ¡exts whcre a girl was to be given to the bridegroom as
sadaka (sadaqa) (Palmer IIl, 1928: 33).

Sanneh 1997:28-29.

Wans 1983a: 130-131, referring ro Nicholas 1967 and Raynault 1976.

ri/atts 1979: 143-144.
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as in several other Voltaic states, htween a chief and a Muslim; being a chief

implied not being a real Muslim but rather a "halËIslamised" ruler. Tlte imams

prayed for the chiefs, who in return supported those Muslims who were attached

to the court, whereas most rulers were hardly touched by Islam.s Still, the

Muslims at the court usually defended their rulers against the criticism of more

rigorous schola¡s.

In Asante, the position of the non-Muslim ruler and the Muslim minority in

the capital of Kumasi reflected the accommodation of the Muslims in accordance

with the Suwarian tradition. The Asantehene Osei Tutu Kwame (reg. 1804-23)

was hailed in several letters as a "good ruler" by the Mustim schola¡s: "O, right-

eous Sultâr, the saviour of the Muslims"fl and "O righteous Sultãn, benefactor of
the Muslims."98 Seten of the letten, which were found in the Arabic manuscript

collection of the Royal Library, Copenhagen, and contained correspondence

between Gonja and Kumasi, were written by íttúms in Gonja and contained in-

stn¡ctions to enable the Muslim residents in Kumasi to play and make medicines

for the Asantehene. According to Wilks, who has studied both the Gonja letters as

well as the reports by British Residents Bowdich and Dupuis, this underlines the

impact of the Suwarian tradition among the Muslims in the Votta region.gg Some

of Osei Tutu Kwame's wars were styled by the imãms as iihôtl (letter 5).

Atthough the Asantehene himself uras not a Muslim nor was his state a Muslim

one, he was requested by the imams to make donations to them for the sake of his

welfa¡e and the blessing of his house, just as a Muslim ruler would have done

(letters 5, 9 and 11). Such donations ï/eFe meant tobe çadaqa for the imáms:

Hand out donarion; at first, two slaves [then] twelve mithqãls lof gold] ¡wo gowns,
white and red; two fowls, male and female two sheep, male and female two caps, white

and red; a red bowl and a whitc bowl, with a gun (?) and sugar. Then collect food

[consisting] of seeds of wheat, millet and guinea com; add salt and oil with water, and

give all that food as donation. Then he may ask Allâh [for] long lifc and good healtt¡
and ask Allãh for abundant blessing in your time and wealth in your time and victory
in your time, if AIIãh wishes. He will ñnd all that with the power of Allãh. This is

rue.lffi

"I\e çadaqa re,quested by Imãm Mãlik of Gonja in letter I I can be interprcte'd

as a donation both to the imãm himself (the first part of the donation) as well as a

donation to the local community, probably the Muslim one in Kumasi. Yet, the

letters also reveal another practice of almsgiving. \Ã/hereas the above-mentioned

96 Levtzion 1968:56, l0l, lO9, 118.

91 Wilks, Levuion & Haight 1986: 219 flener 9].
98 Wilks, l¡vtzion & Haight 1986:220 fieuer l0].
99 wilks 1995:60.
l0 \ryikr,t utzion & Haight 1986:221[ener Il].
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câse was a fequest from the imãms to the ruler, letters 14 and 15 deal with intra-
community matters, namely Muslims asking other Muslims to give alms:

Imãm Karfã died and left him [his son] poverry and hunger. No-one has mercy upon
the orphan except Allãh and except your brother, the believer. I ask you, by Allãh, not
to forsake us.l0l

and

If you are aggrieved by any worldly affair, look for a gown, trousers and a rurban
which you may afford. Then make ablutions and wear them all. Then enter into a place
of seclusion and pray two genuflexions (rak as) in a place wherc no one will see you ...
Then take off the gown, the trousers and lhe turban, and give alms. l@

The Good Ruler and the Distribution of Alms

The distribution of alms was a way of generating social capiral. By distributing
alms, an even nominally Muslim ruler could argue that he was following the
principles of Islam and at the same time continue the pre-Islamic practice of
redistributing the common wealth. ln fact, it could be argued that the voluntary
distribution of alms, namely ;adaqa, was preferred to the institutionalised way of
almsgiving, namely zakãt. As long as zakãtwas tied to taxation - it being a
religious tax - it was a much weaker link to the formation of social capital than
sadaqa. Even more important, the formation of social capital by giving ¡adaqa
was not limited to the rulers alone but could be practiced by anyone who could
afford to give alms. As a voluntary pious act, çadaqa was not bound by any rules,
rates or amounts, only the intention of the giver was of importance.

Many precolonial Muslim rulers were praised by the local chroniclers for
their pious and charitable acts. Several rulers of Kanem-Bomo were thus praised,
such as Muþammad, one of the fust Muslim rulers of Kanem, was lauded by tbn
sa'rd for his religious warfare and charitable acts.lO3 ldn-s Alaum4 a 16th-century
ruler of Borno, was praised by his chronicler, Imãm Furtú, as being generous in
his gifts, compassionate torvards orphans, widows, and the poor.lg In another
text, Idrîs Alauma is hailed for the just division of the war booty which he had
made in the wa¡s against the Bulala, dividing it all among the warriors and the
"poor".los In the year 1000 AH (Palmer: AD 1591), Idris Alauma was said to

l0l Wiks, Levtzion & Haighr 1986:223 [lerrer l4].
102 wilks, Lævtzion & Haight 1986:223-224[tener l5].
lo3 lbn Sa,rd in Corpus.
lg Lung" 1987:99.
lo5 Pulm"rl, 1928:45.
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have made a çadaqa of one thousand each of camels, oxen, sheep, goats, donkeys,

fowls and all kinds of food to the *Tura".l6 The l8th-century ruler al-Hãjj Ham-

dún b. Dùnama(c.1715-29, according to Lange 1977) is gloriñed 'tnone maþram

as "the nourisher of the orphans left by his predecessor" and "the feeder of the

poor",lo7 whereas another l8th-century ruler,'Aü- b. Hamdün (c' 1747-92) was

called the Generous.loS So, too, was his son Ahmad b. 'Ali (c. 1792-1808), about

whom the Díwãn tells that he was lavish in distributing alms, a friend of ltslamic]
science and religion and merciful and compassionate towards the poor,læ and in

another text his generosity is hailed as being "like copious t"¡n".llo In a praise-

song he is remembered as giving "a tithe of gold for the fast month, and alms of a

fine horse-.lll
A most vivid eye-witness account of the generosiry of a ruler is presented by

Gustav Nachtigal. Nachtigal visited Bomo during the reign of Shehu'Umar, who

was known for his generosity. Once Nachtigal noted that for weeks a miserable

and dtrty faqrh ('scholar') tried to get in contact with the ruler. One day he was

lucky and was introduced to the king, who gave him ample presents: "A couple of
days later you might meet him dressed in new clothes, some weeks later he was

riding a horse, followed by his slaves on ¡oo¡."112 In Borno, as in any other

Muslim community, the distribution of zakdt al-fi¡r was an occasion whe¡e the

Muslim scholars would receive gifts from the ruler. However, as Nachtigal has

pointed out, there was the inner circle of court clerics who received the lion's

share of the gifts.ll3 In 1904, Boyd Alexander was able to observe the generosity

of Shehu Garbai, the king of Borno:

It was his custom, on coming out of the palace on his way to pray at the mosque, to

hear the cry of any subject who was suffering from stârvation, sickness, or wrong, and

had been fortuned enough to get through the barriers of officials who jealously guarded

their master's good heart. He would tâke the name of the suppliant and tell him to
come and speak with him afterwards, when he would help his case to the best of his
powers with money, medicine, or advice, or whalever the unfortunate stood in neei
o¡. I 14

16 P"l-", üI, 1928: 6; also Palmer 1936:29. The Tura were an influential family of Muslim
scholars in Bomo. See further Aminu 1981: 35.

lfr P"lr", 1936:44.
lo8 Pul*", 1936:53.
læ Lange 1977.

Palmer 1936:53.

Palmer 1936: 257.

Nachtigal lE79:' 637.

Nachtigal l97l: 13.

Alexander I, l9O7: 287-288.

tt0
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Most of the rulers about whom the chronicles and other texts give a positive
picture and are remembered as "good rulers", had distributed alms among the
scholarly community in most cases. In rhe Ta'rîkh al-sùdãn, for example, many
of the rulers of the songhay Empire, such as Muhammad Bokana" Askiya Dãwäd
and Askiya Isþãq, were praised for their benefactions and even some of the
otherwise hated lTth- and lSth-century pashas of rimbuktu, such as Mang[r
(ruled c. 1595-96) were praised as "beloved by the poor and weak".l15 According
to Tymowski, the distributions of gifts and alms by the Songhay rulers were a
one-sided way by the ruler "and were devoid of any reciprocity element other
than expectation of political support on part of Muslim t¡¡1¡"ur,-l 16 although one
might add that at least for some of the Muslim rulers there certainly existed a
religious aspect to the giving, namely the rewa¡d in the Hereafter - thus a kind of
"spiritual reciprocity".

According to the self-definition of the Muslim scholars, they were the poor
(fuqard) to whom the ruler should distribute his alms. If he did so, a praise-song
would be composed to decla¡e the greatness of the ruler, such as the "song of the
N'Gijima to the sultan of Bomu" from the earlier half of the lSth cennrry:

o King! Your bounty is ro us as rhe milk of a cow which never goes dry to the calf by
ils side. From you we find our food in the evening, and water to drink in the moming.
May God grant lhat we may see you every day and rejoic¿.I17

Thus, the author of the Kitab Ghanjã porrrays the king of Gonja, Nãba (about
whom it is not known whether he was a Muslim or not) as a merciful king, who
teated the Muslim scholar Ismã'Il most generously. rwhen the schola¡ died, Nãba
sent rich presents to the brothers of Ismã'îl "that they might perform the Sadaqa.
They performed the çadaga for him."ll8 In this case, the distribution of çadaqa
was the one which is common at funerals. sidi .Abd al-Karim, the founde¡ of the
Muslim dynasty in wadai, was called the protector of the Muslims and imposed
the collection of the kharãj, "which he deposited in their Beit-el-Mal and spent it
for the benefit of the Moslems educated and uneducatg6 ¿1ç..-ll9 In the Funj

tts Ts in Hunwick 1999a: 126, 154, 199, 228. similar accounrs a¡e found in rheTa'rlkh al-
fattdsh (Tþ), such as gifts, tax exemptions land donations to the ,ulamà' of Timbuktu as well
as the praising the rulers as the builders and benefacto¡s of mosques, schools and shelters for
pilgrims. Among others, the Songhay ruters were said to have creâred foundations of waf-
type (Tymowski 2000), distributing slaves, gold, carpëts, robes, books, animal herds, and
building mâlerials for the mosques (TF: 26,30, 38,52, 120, l3l, 136, 139-t4l).

l16 Tymowski2000.
I 17 Pul-", 1936:?53.
I l8 wilkr, Levr¿ion & Haighr t9E6: 91.
I 19 P.1.", I, l92E:27. However, it is not clear, wherher it was kharãj or zakka [za,kdr] that was

spent, as there is a later reference in the text lo zakka.
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Chronicle, Bãdi Abi¡ Diqin (c. 1642/43:77 n 8) was praised as "suong and

generous, honouring men of leaming and religion. He used to send gifts to the

'ula¡nã' in Egypt and elsewhere with his ca¡avan-lead"t ."l20

Many of the rulers of Bomo, again, were praised for giving food to poor

Muslim scholars. ln a l?th-century text, called "An Account of N'Gazargamu" by

Palmer, the writer noted that:

Every day the amir recited a hundred rika'as from the Kura'an in addition to the

obligarory prayers. and gave food to å hundred poor sheikhs and all women personally

with his own hands

and underlined the religious aspect of the act of the ruler - one hand not knowing

what the other one was doing:

Withal he looked upon himself as not having done anything rema¡kable in the sight of
God, for he was fearful in regard to the affairs of God and awed by the divine
judgement.12l

Several lEth-century rulers, such as the previously mentioned al-Hãä Ham-

dun b. Dünama and'AlI b. Dùnama, were also known for their "love of learned

men".l22 For example, al-Hãjj Hamdún was said to have on one ocørsion sent ten

maidens, 400 rials and five horses as gadaqa to the Hãkim Masbarma b.

Ibrãhrm.l23

In simila¡ ways, some of the rulers of Kano were praised, whereas oürers

were presented as wicked unbelievers. Sarki ('king') Abdullahi Burja (c-

1438-52) - "there was no one like him for generosity", his son Yakubu (c-

1452-ó3\ was "a good sarki" and so was Muhammad Rumfa (c. 1463-99): "a

good man, just and learned." During the next century, four kings of Kano were

especially open-handed to the Muslim scholars: Abubakar Kado (c. 1565-73),

"who did nothing but religious offices ... In his time [..J mallams became very

numerous," Muhammad Shashere (c. 1573-82), "unmatched for generosity," as

well as Muhammad Zaki (c.1582-1618) and Muþammad Nazaki (c. 1618-23),

who a¡e both remembered as having given the Muslim schola¡s many gifts and

presents.l24

However, during the early lTth century, two rulers in Kano introduced

practices which were condemned by the chronicler(s) as robbery and backsliding

from the path of Islam, but these practices were nullified by later rulers, who, as a

l2o Hor 1999:9.
l2l Prl*"r 1936:35.
122 Pul.., 1936:95,98.
123 Paher 1936:?5.
124 Palrnerlll, 1928: 109-ll7
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consequence, were again hailed for their generosity and just rule. So, too, were all
the FulBe rulers of the lgth centuryl2s - being protectors of the orphans and the
poor as well as always generous - like Emir Muþammad Bello (c. 1882-93):

He spent his wealth on charity ... He divided the year into th¡ee parts of four months
each, and instructed the district heads to bring wealth (at ¡.hese intervals) for charity,
for the sake of God ... (He) gave our ro mallams what he could. All rhat Bello got he
gave to úe mallams and rhe poor, and the strangers who came to him.126

However, in l9th-century Zaria, which at that time also constituted an
emirate within the sokoto caliphate, at least one of the rulers, namely Emir sidi
Abdulkadiri (ruled c. 1853), was frercely criticised by the Muslim scholars for his
abuses and his misrule, not least for the embezzlement of funds that belonged to
the F\¡blic Treasury:

... killing people without any legal grounds, dissiparing the public funds in his
rimusements and his spor¡ his diverting himself with strange women and giving them
¡vsålth. lz I

The th¡ee first caliphs (amlr al-mu'minln or sarkin muslimrz) of the sokoto
Caliphate were presented by al-$ãjj sa'id as the personificarions of the good
Muslim ruler. Muþammad Bello, the fust caliph (c. LBIT-37), was said to have
lived from his own eamings and did not use money from the Public Treasury for
himself; "he was kind to the subjects, most merciful to them, patient, self
controlled, scrupulous conceming their property in possession of the people, and
a good administrator,"l2S *¿ was praised by his sister Nana Asma'u as being the
"ideal man".l29 ¡¡¡r brother Abubakar Atiqu, who was the second caliph (c.
183742) was said ro have favoured the Muslim schola¡s (which led to resent-
ment among the nobility):

... he used to give presents in ¡he manner of one who did not fear poverty. He was
generousr liberal and trave to lhe extreme, so much so that his brother Bello said of
him, "Atiqu is the most liberal of the Shaikh's child¡en and the best made".

In similar ways was Aliyu, ttre third caliph (c. 1842-59), hailed: ..beloved by
the people, beneficent ro ,l 

"r."130

lã Pulr., Iü, 1928: 123-t32.
12ó quot"d inPaden 1973:261-262.

Whitting 1948: 168. In the end, he was deposed by the amîr al-mu'mintn of Sokoto. Se¿
further Hogben & Kirk-Greene 1966:.224.

Whitting 1948: 164.

Boyd 1989:89.

Whitting 1948: 165-167.
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The Receivers of the Alms of Everyday Life

As has been pointed out, the religious groups were the guardians of the faith in

the local community. Local malams and schola¡s Participated in the everyday life

of theif communities. They wele Present at naming cefemonies, marriages and

buriats and read prayers and participated in the rituals. In times of want, they led

the prayers for va¡ious blessings: for rain, good harvest or fortune in war. For

their services, the ¡nalams received presents, which sometimes were called

çadaqa.In addition to the clerics, all participants as well as other members in the

community were given a share of the offerings made during the various rituals.

Rattfay noted that it was common among the Hausa communities in the Volta

region to slaughter a ram for the naming ceremony and to divide it up and give it
as gadaqa to ânyone in the village.l3l At funeral ceremonies among the

Mamprusi and Dagomba in the Volta region, the children of the deceased brought

on three occasions during the funeral ceremony fowls, sheep and cowries and

present them to the local alfa-dema or Muslim scholar, who came and prayed

even if the deceased was not a Muslim.l32 Last but not least, there existed the

çadaqa marriage, namely a marriage in which a father gave his daughter in
mariage to a malam, student or orphan as a kind of alms.l33

Imam Umoru, in his texts, provides a detailed description of almsgiving

among the Hausa. For example, various forms of gifts/alms were distributed at the

naming ceremony. First, kola nuts were handed out to each one who had gathered

at the house. Then food was given to each of them. After the banquet, when the

malams and the other people had left, the father of the child was approached by

the beggars to whom he gave cowries, 50 to one, 200 to another. In addition, the

women in the house distributed alms to female beggars. The next time when alms

were given was when the child was about two years old and had been weaned

from the mother.ll Guy Nicholas noted three occasions when local malams

received g1fts (sadaqa) in Hausaland æ the end of the l9th century. At a naming-

ceremony, a malam would receive 5,000 cowries (whereas a blind beggar would

receive 100 cowries); at a wedding-ceremony a malam would be given sadaqa of.

200 cow¡ies; at a funeral, malams would receive 10,500 cowries, but as "seventh

day alms", the malams would be given gifts of about 10,000 cowries, whereas the

l3l Rattray II, 1913: 190.

132 P"¡¡r'"t 1932: 462463
133 And"rron 1954:208.
134 Mischlich 1908: GlO.
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infirm would receive 500 cowries.l35 According to Imam umoru, the marøms
would receive "the alms for the dead" on several occasions: on the third day, on
the seventh day, on the fortieth day and one year after a funeral.l36 Among the
Kanuri in Bomo, almsgiving was an essential part of many rituals. Muslim
scholars received alms at the birth of a child, at the feast of naming, at circum-
cision, when a child finished his Qufãnic srudies, at weddings and at burials. In
addition, at the feast of naming, gifts were distributed among all guests whereas
food was distributed as alms to all neighbours.l3T

In many other Muslim communities zakât as well as çadaqa was given to the
clerics and schola¡s. In Lomé, for instance, German officials noted at the begin-
ning of the 20th century that Muslim schola¡s had three sources of income, name-
ly sadaqa, zakãt and lada ('ptesenrs'), in addition to food payments which they
received from students and thei¡ pa¡ents, the sale of amulets and through petty
trade and craft whereas in the district of Mangu-Jendi (Dagomba), a scholar had
to beg and occasionally received a payment when he performed various r¡go¿r.l3E
According to westermann , zalcãr was a payment to the scholars and the imam.ln
Borno, too, the payment of zalcat belonged to the private sphere, being occasional
presents to the schola¡s.139

The Muslim schola¡s, however, were not a homogeneous group in terms of
being receivers of alms. First, there was the distinction between a poor and a rich
schola¡. A poor scholar, imâm or malam, was said to be a person who had to farm
for himself or had to wande¡ from compound to compound and beg. A poor scho-
lar would be given çadaqa. A rich schola¡ w¿rs someone to whom people would
bring food and presents; he would not have to beg.lo Second, there was the
distinction between those schola¡s who were attached to the court and those who
were not. Imam Uma¡u calls the former malamanfada,

... these palace malams âre very leamed and they tcll the ruler the truth. The ruler
provides them with their livelihood ... These malams wear expensive and elegant
clothing like ¡h¿r-of the ruler ... They have little to do with the commoners. talakaw4
who fear them.l4l

135 Ni"hol"s 1967, quoted in wans 1979: l3l, r¿ble 3.5. Not only a malantwould receive gifts
a¡ the funeral but "charitable gifts" would be distributed ro'.the poor" (Beddoes 1902-O3:
451).

Ferguson 1973: 185.

Lukas 1939: 163-173.

Westermann l9l4: 194, 213.

Becker 1967a: 139.

Spittlcr 1978.

Mischlich l90E:27; English translation by Ferguson 1973:227.
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The way of life of the malamanfada was criticised by the malaman kirgi,the

'malams of the hide' or the malaman shinfida, the 'malams of the mat':

This type of malam is feared by the ruler, because he is God-fearing, and he has no

other dealings apal from teaching. Wealthy people, and others, in the town' send him

alms regularly, and he is also sent some of the tax, zalca, when people give it because

he does not have any occupation , sanan,apart from teaching.l42

It was to the "malams of the hide" that people sent their children to get a

Muslim education. However, the life of the sn¡dents was ha¡sh - they had to beg

for their living and people would give them alms, but these alms were to be given

to the schola¡. Not surprisingly, almost alt of the 19th-century travellers in the

Central Sudan noted the existence of these "travelling students", who roamed the

streets and begged. According to Gerhard Rohlfs, there were at least 2-3,000 of
them in Kuka,la3 whereas Sokoto town was known to be crowded with

students.l4 Apart from ordinary fees paid by the Parents of the students, the

teacher would receive alms, ;adøqa, and gifts from the parents at certain Points

during the educational process. 145

An interesting account of the "travelling students" is provided by Prietze and

his Hausa and Kanuri informants. Older students ot almøzirci would t¡avel

through the country and "beg", roko,but not in the sense of beggtng (which a

poor man would do) but performing praise-songs. Only the young snrdents would

have to beg for the teacher. According to Prietze, the sn¡dents in Hausaland were

very active in singing praise- and begging songs, much mole than those in Borno,

who were said to only beg.l6 In one of the songs of these Hausa students, the

difference between begging (bara) md singing praise-songs (roko) was made

very clear:

If I sing a pleading song [Bittlied], then people say: Beggingl But ye¡, I am not

beggrng...

To sing a pleading song is more diffrcult than begging; you must be ashamed to beg'

when someone gives you something, you must be ashamed, and if you are given

nothing, so ¡oo.l47

142 F".guron 1973:265. This is also highlighted by Jalingo (1982-85: 74), "When in opposition

the malams work on their ou,¡n farms by themselves often helped by their relatives and by

their students. They also received sadaka and zakka."
143 Rohlf. 1868:63; Rohlfs 1874:342.
l& S." furrher Nachtigal 1879: 625; Staudinger I, 19901 68; Weiss 1995:213-215. However, in

most European texts the b"ggtng schola¡s and students are prcsented in a rather negative way

and are regarded as a nuisance. (See, for example, Tremearne l9l3:483.)
145 F"rguron 1973:261--263.
146 Èierze 19l6a: l-2: hietze l9l6b: 164.

lü Pli"r l9l6a: 175-l?6 (Song l, verse 173).
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Last but not least - the students underlined that "one does not give for the
sake of the pleading song, only for God and the Prophet", thus reflecting the idea
of sadaqa. In fact, according to Prietze's informants, the gifts which these
students received were â klrl,d of çadaqa.

Imãms, Scholars and gufi Shaykhs: Holy Poverty and Holy Generosity

some schola¡s have argued for a dichotomy between what is called rural and
urban Islam. Islamisation in the core Muslim regions, such as the Middle East, is
usually linked to urbanisation. Migration to the town was considered meritorious
because it was in the town that one was said to be fully able to practice the Mus-
lim way of life. Muslim culture, especially in the core area, w¿ts urban because
Muslim instirutions developed in the towns, through the collaboration of the

'ulam.ã'with the mercantile class. According to this model, Islamisation took
place at a later stage in the countryside and was aided by the development and
proliferation of çufi orders. The main argument has been that the application of
the sharî'a made little progress in the countryside at the expense of customary
law, whereas Muslim law was applied in the towns; therefore, a notion of
difference between orthodox urban and popular rural Islam emerged among
westem scholars.l4S However, this dichotomy cannot be applied to the sudanic
setting. Although Levtzion has promoted the idea of periodic shifts from llth- to
l6th-century urban Islam to rural Islam in the lTth and 18th cenruries and back to
urban Islam after the advent of the colonial period, la9 the development of Islam in
suÞsaharan Africa does not follow a division into such periods. Rather, urban
and rural Islam existed side-by-side. Thus, whereas Islam clearly was an urban
phenomenon until the 16th century, the demise of the Muslim empires, such as

Songhay, was not the end of urban Islam. The scholarly communities in
Timbuktu, Jenne and in Bomo continued to exist. However, the spread of Muslim
clerics and traders into the Sahel, Sudan and Guinea savannahs and the establish-
ment of Muslim communities within non-Muslim societies resulted in the
strengthening of Islam wirhin a rural, non-Muslim setting.

The people inhabiting communities with Muslim scholars did observe and
apply the sharî'a. Such communities had emerged or had been established
throughout sub-Saharan Africa. The most famous were the Zavtãy-a or the
religious scholrs in southem Mauretania, the Juula and Jakhanke communities in
the westem Bilãd al-Sùdãn, the Kunta in the Azawãd, the Ineslemen among the
Tuareg as well as the communities of holy men in Hausaland and the Chad region

lÆ For referencqs, see Levrzion 1986a: 7-8.
149 lrn¿ion 1986a:9.
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and in the Nilotic Sudan. The differences among these communities were that the

Zaw-ayã and the Ineslemen can be regarded as a religious "class", whereas the

Kunta was a family of scholars, who had also established an extensive trade

netv/ork throughout ttre Western Sahara and Sahel. The Juula and Jakhanke, on

the other hand, were Mande-speaking traders-cum-scholars. The general Pattern

of these communities was the symbiosis with a warrior tribe or political unit

which gave these communities political as well as military protection. It was in

such units where the collection and distribution of alms were most vividly
realised. TÏrc baraka or blessing of the head of the community, either an imãm or

a shaykh, was crucial: the stronger the baraka, the greater was his position in

society. People gave the head of the community presents to be part of his baraka,

and the more presents he received, the more could he redistribute them among his

followers and among the poor and needy. T\e imåm or the shaykh were in this re-

spect patriarchs heading a community that comprised close clients and temporary

guests, refugees and wayfarers and they were responsible for its social, economic,

political, moral and religious welfa¡e.lso

A good example of the generosity of individual scholars as pârt of their

holiness and as a sign of their baraka were the l6th century scholars in Timbuktu,

which were presented tn the Ta'ríkh al-súdan. Many of the scholars were praised

for their generosity towards the poor and the needy as well as towards their

students. One of these scholaxs was Abä Bakr b. al-Hãjj Ahmad b. 'Umar b.

Mutrammad Aqit, who \ilâs "a schola¡ and ascetic, who constantly gave alms, and

spent money on orphans, and on his students" and was praised by the author of
the chronicle for not keeping anything for himself.lsl Another open-handed

scholar was Mahmäd b. 'Umar b. Muhammad Aqrt, who \r/as at one time the qo4¡

of Timbuktu and thus had an important religious as well as public position within

the Songhay Empire. As a consequence, he received gifts and presents from both

high and low which enabled him to be generous.l52 Further, there was the jurist

(faqîh) Abù'Abd Allãh Muhammad b. Mutrammad b. 'Ali b. Musã, called'Uryãn

al-Rds, 'the ba¡e-headed', perhaps due to his generosity:

He was among the righte,ous servants of God, a munificent and ascetic man who gave

away all his personal wealth as alms for the sake of God Most High. Donations and

offerings would be received by him, but he would keep nothing for himself. disbursing

it as charity to the poor and indigen¡.153

t50

l5l
t52

153

See further Cruise O'Brien 1988: 4.

TS in Hunwick l99a:45,59.
TS in Hunwick 1999a:54.

TS in Hunwick 1999a:74.
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one outcome of the generosity of a Muslim scholar was that he could never
succeed in hoarding any personal wealth through which he might have been able
to establish a social-cum-sacral welfare institution liß'.e a wa$ or a pious endow-
ment. The above ciæd examples of the Timbuktu schola¡s indicate that it was
virtually impossible for a "holy man" to invest some of the alms they received.
Instead, they seemed to have spent every bit they received on the poor and needy.
The sign of a blessed, if not holy, schola¡ seemed to have been his poverty. How-
ever, some scholars seemed to have chosen another way, namely to expend their
generosity on their community of followers, clients and students. Thus, for
example, in the case of the Kunta family in the western saha¡q among the Juula
communities in the western Suda¡r savannah and in the communities of Muslim
scholars in the central and the eastem Sudan, the generosity as well as the baralø
of the schola¡ was able to attract alms which were invested in the community for
the benefît of the commuoity.lg

The Suwa¡ian tradition, especially among the Juula and the Jakhanke, which
rested upon the peaceful diffusion of Islam, had established the Muslim schola¡s
as guarantor of neutrality: Muslim schola¡s were to withdraw from politics and
armed conflict. This neutral status, however, strengthened the economic and
ideological position of the Muslim schola¡s. It is of equal importance to note that
the work ethic of Islam does not see anything wrong with the accumulation of
personal wealth, but instead, it was often looked upon as a sign of baraka. How-
ever, with the lack of a Muslim state and a Muslim government, which would
have been in charge of the public redistribution of the wealth of each individual
Muslim, it was the local community and its head who were in charge of the
redistribution of wealth. Although governed by Islamic law, the redistribution of
wealth was not a public matter (due to the lack of a Muslim government) but
remained a part of the private sphere.

Following Cruise O'Brien, one could argue that the ¡4Ê'brotherhood to a
large extent replaced the Muslim state and tried to implement an Islamic otder.l55
However, as Louis Brenner has argued, the establishment of a.s¡?¡f ideal setting,
namely a zãwiya, a religious cell or study-centre, did not replace the political
order. The path-breaking impact of SIdr al-Mukhtã¡ al-Kuntr (l?29-1811), who
created and established the Qãdin-ya-Mukhtãriya in the western saha¡a, was that
he distinguished his extensive social and religious organisation from any associa-

tion with political or state stn¡cn¡res. He did not levy taxes. Instead, his followers
brought him gifs which he redistributed. Further, Srdi al-Mukhtãr insisted that all

154 The Kunta family, among olhers, was known to have made investments in digging wells and
in the cultivation of dates and cereals (McDougall 1986: 5l-54). Sce further E/ (New ed.
1986), V: 393-395 ("Kun¡a" pohn Hunwickl).

155 CruiseO'Brien 1988: 23.
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members of his order should earn their own living and not depend upon the

charity of others.l56 A simila¡ situation existed in the Senegambia region where

the Muslim scholars and the Muslim clergy were not given the right to the lands

and thus had no right to collect taxes, although scholars had the right to distribute

plots within rhei¡ communities to disciples and followers. The fields of a scholar

were worked by lrris ¡alibû¿ ('students') as khidma ('service') obligation and the

talibe paid haùya ('gift'), amounting to U¿ß of one's wealth, to the scholar.l5T

Behrman underlines the fact that in case of the ¡4Ê brotherhoods in Senegal, the

devotion of the brotherhood members to their leaders was demonstrated through

material contributions, such as offerings, called ziara, as well as payment, called

þubus or wakaf, to the såay,tå for the use of the land and díme, a tenth of the

crop.t58

Another example of the redistribution of wealth within the private sphere is

provided in Charles Stewa¡t's monograph on the social order among the Zaw-ay-a

in southern Mau¡etania. In 18th- and l9th-century Mauretania, there existed no

central government, but political authority was of a segmented ¡¡n¿.159 Certain

dominant Hassãni lineages maintained temporal authority over their society,

including the right to bea¡ arms, to levy tâxes, and, under particular ci¡cum-

stances, to act as superior mediation authorities for the resolution of differences

between other Hassãnl, and occasionally Zawãyã" tribal units within their sphere

of influence. However, as Stewart has underlined, the sphere of dominance of any

one dominant Hassãni lineage was to be redefined in geographical and social

terms for each generation and leader, the Hassãni "sultan" or "shaykh" being

merely a primus inter pares. In the case of taxation, the principal tax collected by

the Hassãni was the þurma or gharama.In fact, Hassãnr taxation was more like
levying tribute, which, apârt from þurma, included ghofar, hukka and abbãkh.ln
general, however, subservient families had to pay their Protectors. The preroga-

15ó Br"nn", 1988: 38,43,
157 coruin l9h6:6i-Ã4.
158 B.hr.* 1968 64. In addirion, the sløytJts received other tyPes of payment' such as

paymenls for iniriation and labour corvées. In fact, Behrman stresses that everything a man

had could be taken by the leader.
159 In f.ct, Osswald (1!93) reþrs the idea of a segmented society ("segmentäre Gesellschaft")

in precolonial Mauretania as a fiction. Ins¡ead, he highlights the weak relationships within
and between the various descent groups and lineages ("Schwäche der Verwandschafts-

verbände") and stresses the facr üat it was a rather individual-centred society, a fact which

was strengthened through the sharî'a, which focuses on the rights and obligations of the

individual and his family as well as those of lhe unma, but has little to say âbout the

conditions of kin and other affirmative groups. See further Osswald 1993: 10!108.
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tive of collecting revenues was limited only by the temporal authority of a flas-
sãm unit.l0

rilhereas the Hassãni lineages conrrolled the political life in southem Maure-
tania, the 7nw-ayã tribes controlled the economic resources of the country. The
exploitation of salt and its marketing, and the gathering and selling of gum were
among the responsibilities of the zaw-ayã. only Zawâyã tribes could create and
maintain wells, but the Hassãni had the right to use them during specified rimes;
commercial caravans were organised by the Z.aw-ay-abut protected by the gassãni.

Like the Hassã¡u-, theTawây-atribes collected various duties and levies ftom their
followers. However, the major difference was that zawãyã,revenue centred upon
va¡ious forms of religious offerings, such as zal<at (or assalca), which was paid to
noble families and chiefs.l6l other revenues were the ghabd,paid to shaykhs and
their families; hadãya, or religious offerings to shurfa or, in Trarza, shaykhs n
general; udtajhõrbit,giventoateacher, qõù,or schola¡forhis baraka,orupon
a son's completion of his Qurãnic studies. In addition, revenue was received from
þubus and 'umrã, gifts in the form of endowment for varying lengths of time.162

The collection and disrribution of zakãt was often discussed in the legal
treatises of the Zawãyã scholars. A general problem was whether a scholar had
some special right to receive zakãt or not, especially if he rflas not poor. Most
zawdyd schola¡s would admit that the scholars as such were not in a prefened
position with regard to receiving zalcãt,bvtin the same vein these scholars would
also claim that this situation could be nullified by declaring allzaw-ayã as being
'þoor".163

The social setting in Mauretania was more differentiated than a mere dicho-
tomy of ttrat between a warrior and a schola¡ class. According to the zawayã,the
Hassãnl were 'þnrerted outsiders" in the Islamic society; in fact, in their æxts
and treatises the zawãy-a in most cases refer to themselves as the "Muslims", the
rest of the population were not. In fact, the wa¡riors were defined in the legal
treatises as mustaghraqù al-dhimam. 'someone who has used his credit' but also
'someone who has no legal ownership or property.'tg Among the legal interpre-

l0 Stewart 1973:54-58. Stewart also notes the collection of zal<at,which seems to have been
levied exclusively on súdãní ('black') farmers of lhe right-bank of rhe Senegal River, and
constituted at leasr half of the produce harvested. See Stewart 1973: 58, fn. l. On the
flassãru-, see further Norris 1986.

16l Thur, one reads in a local text, the Risôlat al-rswd, rha¡ the 6lãma, one of rhe Zawãyã,
collect zakat from the warriors "... without sharing it among themselves apart with those
who have joined them" (translation in Osswald 1993: 69).

ló2 St"*urr 1973: 59J1. See also Osswald 1993.
163 Osswald 1993: 120-t2L,Z3Z.
l& S"" furthe¡ Osswald's discussion oflhc meaning of the concept of istighrõq ol-dhimma,in

Osswald 1993: l3O-148.
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tations of Muslim and especially Mãliki scholars that Osswald has srudied, fou¡
groups, who had no legal property, emerged: camel nomads, merchants, who use

illegal means in their transactions, and representatives of the authority as well as

such persons who have enough por¡/er to confiscate others' property without
being punish"¿.165 ¡n general, according to Islamic law and following the inter-
pretâtion of Muslim scholars, illegal property should be confiscated and
distributed among the "Muslims" as alms.l6 Such an interprctåtion about the

conditions and consequences of istighraq adh-dhim¡na was fr¡fher developed
arnong the Mauretanian scholars, although it legally only concerned the relation-
ship between theZaw-ay-a, who were the "Muslims", and the ltassãni, who were
those who had unlawfully acquired the property of others and, thus, had no legal
property 

"¡ 
¿-ló7 A further consequence was that the payment of "zakiíf' by

some of the Hassä¡ri lineages to the Zawãyã was not legally the legal alms - as

zakãt was only due on legally acquired property and the Hassãnr had - per defi-
nition - no such property.l$

'rilhereas the Hassãnr- lineages had developed a "wa¡Tior ethic", the Zawiy-a
had, willingly or unwillingly, come to manifest a purely pacifist ideal. In rhe end,
it turned out that despite the military superiority of the Hassãru- lineages, it was
the Zawãyã who generated material as well as spiritual wealth. Osswald fr¡rther
notes that the Zawãyd were not ashamed of their material wealth, on the contrary,
it was the source of their pride and a manifesto of an influential social as well as

spiritual position. The resentment of the Zaw-ayã rowa¡ds the gassãni was due to
both the demands of the latter for protection money, which was perceived as

humiliating and non-tslamic - and thus illegall69 - and the slight respect of the

Hassãni of material wealth. However, as there \rraÍi no established state authority
and no central legal institution, it was the Zawãy-a, especially the scholars and
shaykhs, who emerged as the propagators, interpreters and legal experts of the
Divine Law, namely the sharï'a, which emerged as the supra-tribal glue in Maure-
¡"n¡".170 However, the whole crux of the matter was the lack of a central authority
that could implement the rulings of the sharí,a, especially those rulings with

16 Osswatd 1993: l9l.
16 Osswald 1993:207.
16? Sec tunher Osswald 1993: 220-265,373, 4l}4l3.
lG Osswatd 1993:?l?-
l@ Thi, seems to be one of the main arguments in rhe var¡ous Mauretanian legâl treat¡ses that

Osswald has consulted. According to the logic of ùe scholars, it was unlawful fo¡ those who
gave protection to others to demand protection money, likc in the case of the Hassãni-
7awãy-a relationship. I however, non-Muslims sought the protection of Muslims, rhe non-
Muslims had to pay prolection money, as theoretically would be lhe case if a Hassäni |ine-
age chose to put itself under the protection of a Zawãyã group.

170 Osswald 1993 62-78, l2Ll2g, 240-24t.
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regard to the istighrãq al-dhimnta. Whereas the scholars constituted the jamã'at
al-muslimln, the community of believers, who legally could replace state

authority, they lacked the means to exercise this authority, and some schola¡s

even contested the idea of an existing jamã'at in Mauretania at aU.l7l

Most noble Hassãnî and Zawãyã families were served by a number of
clients. The livelihood of these clients depended on the status of their patrons, and

the clients' food, clothing, and general welfare were the responsibility of the head

of the noble family.tzz The case of Shaykh Sidiya, an influential and important

l9th-century Muslim scholar and ,srif in southern Mauretania who was the key
figwe in Stewart's 1973 monograph, serves as a good example of the economic
power and religious influence of a holy man. The principal elements of the

shaykh's economic power were revenue from religious offerings (hadaya), agn-
culn¡ral lands, livestock, gum marketing, and the manpower resource in his group

of talãmidh, followers or clients. In addition, he enjoyed tax exemptions granted

to him because of his religious position. The privileged economic position

enjoyed by the shaykh was, on the other hand, based upon his responsibility to

distribute the wealth he had acquired through his va¡ious forrns of income. The

religious position of the shaykh was strengthened through his ability to distribute
his wealth; the shaykh himself had a reputation as a generous patrcn and selfless

giver. Thus, within the community of the shaykh, the ideal of an Islamic order

was realised and Islamic law did regulate the giving and spending of alms. In this

respect, communities of holy men had established "islands of Islam" within a
non-Islamic setting. 173

In similar ways had community relations been established among the

Jakhanke settlements in the western Sudan. Muslim law was applied within the

community and zakãt was collected from all free-born Muslims within the com-
munity. 174 However, as in the Zawày-a case, zakãt is obligatory alms and not a tax

paid to the state - there being no state to enforce the collecrion ofreligious taxes.

Therefore, the notion of assalca in the Zawãyã case clarifies the notion of it being

a religious obligation (;adaqa) and not a religious tax.

ln effect, such "islands of Islam" had established a network of taxes and gifts

which served to redistribute wealth in a variety of forms. As McDougall has

pointed out, it is possible that between the 17th and the 19th centuries much of the

l7l Osswald 1993:2û-262.
172 st"*"rt 1973:62.
173 S.**"r, 1973: Chapter V, esp. I l0-l 12. The case of Shaykh Sidiya resembles that of the

Kunta clan, especially during Sidî al-Mukh¡ãr's time a¡ the end of the lSth and beginning of
lhe l9th century. In fact" Shaykh Sidiyya had been a pupil of Sîdi al-Mukhtar. See further
McDougall 1986.

174 S"nnuh l9?9: l0ó.230.
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urealth in the south-westem part of the Saha¡a - and probably also in other simila¡
Muslim enclaves south of the Sahara - changed hands and found investment

through such social relæions rather than ttrough the market per se.l7s

However, Muslim scholars and holy men throughout the Bilãd al-Südãn were

given children to educate. This was seen as a gift by the family to the scholar, and

it was expected to bring blessings to the family as well as education to the child.
In similar ways women and slaves were also given to scholars as alms or gifts.

Among the Wolof, for example, the children received by the scholar belonged to
him and had to work for him in the fields, srudying only at dawn and in the

evening and begging in the village for his food. Adult students would give the

scholar khid¡na wa ha{tya, a few days' volunteer labour and gifts of alms. Thus,

one outcome of the habit of giving children, women and slaves as gifts as well as

the attraction of students was the establishment of clerical estates which were

based on agriculture and teaching in an isolated rural a¡ea. They were free from
taxes, from the obligations ofhospitality that ordinaryvillages constantly had to
provide for the king and his ofñcials and soldiers, and from the normal land taxes.

Their ter¡itory ïvas taboo to warriors, their and their dependants property \rras

untouchable and their estates were inheritable from generation to generation
(although the scholars usually did not own the land). On the other hand, the

schola¡s were obliged to provide services to the kings and warriors in exchange

for gifts.176

Whereas the Zawãy-a and the Jakhanke serve as an example of "rural Islam",
the scholarly community in Timbukru is usually regarded as "urban Islam".
Timbuktu was famous for its leaming and the scholaß dominated the daily life of
the town. As Saad has pointed out, the scholarly communiry in Timbuktu was a
very hierarchical one. First, full-fledged jurists (fuqaha) were more highly
honoured than the main body of scholars ('ulamã). Second, there was another
socio-educational stratum comprising elementary school teachers (mu'allims),

mosque functionaries, scribes and government secret¿ries besides a horde of local

schola¡s, called alfa. Third, the entire body of comfortable craftsmen and retail
traders sent thefu sons to one of the 15È180 Qufãnic schools and Saad under-

lines that by virtue of thei¡ aspirations to advance the education of thei¡ sons, this
"respectable stratum" in society looked to the scholars for leadership and

patronage. According to Saad's estimation, there were some 200-300 fully
qualiñed schola¡s in Timbuktu from the 16th to the 19th century.l77

175 M"Doug"Il 1986:60.
176 coluin 1986: 61, 6ó.6E, 7È71
177 Saad 1983: 8l-82,89.
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The sustenance of an exceptionally large number of Muslim literati in Tim-
buktu was made possible in part by occasional and yeady contributions from the

Songhay and Ruma rulers and state officials. According to f€o Africanus, the

religious officials and other leading schola¡s in Timbuktu were supported by the

Songhay rulers.l78 However, læo's statement is rather vague and Hunwick has

pointed out that the Askiya or the state did not directly support the'ulamã'in
Timbuktu. On the other hand, the n¡ler was expected to make generous gifts to the

scholars and to other persons of civil t r¡.179 At the height of Songhay rule,

Askiya Dãwûd set up farms manned by 300 slaves devoted to the maintenance of
the "poor" of Timbuktu, although it is unclear whether the text, Ta'rlkh al-

Fattãsh, is referring to poor people in general or poor schola¡s in particular. In
addition, Askiya Dãwud was reported to have dispatched 4,000 measures of grain

annually to be distributed by al-Qã4i at*Ãqib. The Ruma rulers were known to

have made gifts in the form of textiles to the scholars at the end of Ramadãn and

even the 19th century ruler of Masina, Ahmadu Lobbo, who was the nominal

sovereign over Timbuktu, dispatched considerable gifts of grain to the city. How-

ever, as Saad underlines, apart from the waqf of Askiya Dãwäd, the contributions

of the rulers were not made in the form of stable endowments, such as hubús, but
ag donations, namely Eadaqa.lSo

According to Saad's calculation, there was a student population of 4,000 to

5,000 students during the late 16th century in Timbuktu, whose welfa¡e had to be

looked after by the scholars and teachers. The mosques presided over by the

imõms were the main agencies for patronage and relief of the poor and for needy

students. As Hunwick has pointed out, organised forms and institutions of higher

leaming and teaching, such as the madãris (sg. madrasa, 'college') in North
Africa and the Middle East, did not exist in Timbuktu or the Bilãd al-Südãn.

Instead, individual "schools" were the norm and the termmadrasa used in A¡abic
texts, such as the Ta'rlkh al-sûdãn, meant a "school" organised by an individual

teacher and not an institution. These "schools" had no pious foundations like
øqãf or aþbãs anached to them; thoæ owqaf that did exist in Timbuktu were all
attached to the various mosques in the town.lEl Poor relief could be organised

through the mosques on an ad hoc basis. For example, during a famine that hit
Timbuktu during the mid-16th century, qãù Abn 'Abd Allãh Modibbo Mubam-

mad al-Kaba¡i distributed one thousand mithqal as alms among the indigent at the

door of the Sankore mosque. The qã{t had announced in his class at the Sankore

178 LÕo Africanus in Hunwick 1999a 281.
179 Hunwick 1999a: liii.
180 Saad 1983: EE-89. Similar state contributions for scholars were known to have existed in

Bomo as well as in the eas¡em Sudanic kingdoms.
l8l Hunwick 1999a: lix.
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mosque a few days earlier that "whoever makes an offering of 1,000 mithqal I
will guarantee Paradise" and had received the sum as alms from one of the lead-

ing men of the Sankore quarter.lE2 However, according to Saad, only the main

mosque in Timbuktu was definitely known to have had a tradition whereby a

specific sum was collected on a yearly basis for reliefand patronage. This sum

amounted to some 5O0 mithqals of gold and had to be delivered by wealthy

notables to the imãm by the end of each Ramadtur (i.e., a son of zakãt al-fi¡r);t&3

this amount would have purchased some 75 tons of grain in the 19th cen$ry. Yet

Saad suggests that simila¡ customs might have prevailed at the three other large

mosques in the town, namely at Sankore, Sidi Yaþyã and the Ma¡ket Mosque.l&

Pious endowments, donations and tax exemptions, such as waqf and þubus rn

the case of Mauretania and Timbuktu or the maþrams in Borno and elsewhere in
the eastern Sudan, were of key importance for the social welfa¡e of the Muslim
communities. Through the existence of such institutions, the collection and distri-

bution of alms, whether as gadaqa or zakãt, could be applied on a local level
without the existence of an Islamic state. For example, in 18th century Sinnãr and

Dãr Fùr, the Arabic term used in the documentation for the granting of land,

slaves, and other property to holy men was ;adaqa.In an Islamic context, sadaqa

signifies a cha¡itable contribution and a free-will offering, in contrast to zakãt,the

fixed and obligatory alms tax. According to McHugh, gadaqa, as a less specific

and legalistic term, was perhaps more easily accommodated by the customary law

of Sinnãr and to an estate system correlated to the socio-political order. It appears

to be closely linked to the notion of jah - privileged or consecrated status - with

its implications of special immunity from normal social disabilities, sanctions,

and obligation..l85 ¡t Dãr Für, the fuqarã'were regarded as having a special

status which was described in the charters of privileges as jãh, 'high status',

þurma,'immunity', þurr, 'fÍee', and lcardma,'sanctity'. This privileged status

gave immunity from taxes and other burdens borne by the sultan's subjects. In
addition, the privileged status was heritable. O'Fahey further notes that under the

influence of the sharî'a law of inheritance, individual/aqíås sought and received

sections of thei¡ clan's land as þõqúra land which was held wder mulk or full
properry rights.lso

182 ï'S in Hunwick l999ar 68. The ¿r ithqal was a measure of gotd.
183 According to the TS (in Hunwick 1999a: 86), "it was the custom of the mosque congregation

to make him [i.e., ro the imãml a cha¡itable donation of 500 mithqãl every Ramadãn."
l& S.u¿ 19E3: lOE, t15,199.
lE5 McHugh 1994a:91.
t8ó o'Fahey 1979 2@-201.
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Zakãtor not? A Tentative Conclusion

The existence of zakãt, the thi¡d pillar of Islam, has been difficult to detect in sub-

Saharan Africa. This study began by identifying cases where an institutionali-
sation of zakõt could be identified, namely to investigate the collection and distri-
bution of. zakãt as a religious tax by an Islamic govemment. However, although
attempts were made to introduce or reform taxation in accordance with Islamic
law and according to the ideal of an Islamic order, few, if any, of the examined

states in the Bilãd al-Südän in the precolonial era ever applied a genuine form of
religious taxation for a long period of time.

The true Islamic state has so fa¡ remained an ideal in the history of Islamic
societies because, in most cases, some pre-Islamic habits, traditions and beliefs
were still applied in states which were ruled by Muslims. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that only a few traces of zakãt as a religious tax \r,ere detected in the

study. In addition, one must not forget the fiscal and economic reality of precolo-

nial African states: trade, not taxation, was in most cases the most important
source of income for the state. Although there exist no fiscal records for any of
the precolonial sub-Satraran African states, it is generally assumed that taxation as

such was never largely applied. In most cases, it was only trade and those regions

under di¡ect control of the ruling estaæ which were taxed.

However, although the study has been critical with regard to the impact of
Islamic taxation in sub-Saharan Africa, the argument in this chapter has been a
positive one with regard to the existence of organised almsgiving within Muslim
communities. Within these communities, the third pillar of Islam was, in fact,
applied. However, ¡Jnis"zaleãt of everyday life" or zakåtwithin the private sphere

was a kind of a semi-institution, being realised within the microcosm which was

made up by a community of believers. The public sphere, namely the state, was

absent. There was no regulation of almsgiving; the recipient never had any

influence upon the giver. Therefore, zakãt, whether voluntary or obligatory alms-
giving, was a one-way process: it was up to the i¡tention of the giver, his genero-

sity and kindness, whether any of the eight categories of lawful recipients would

receive a sha¡e of the alms. Thus, the application of the thi¡d pillar in everyday

life was based on voluntary almsgiving, or ;adaqa, and not zakrzt, although in
some of the communities the obligatory element was quite strong.

However, the ambiguous and haphazard manner of collection and

distribution of alms was sometimes used by scholars as a basis for thei¡ critique of
the way Islam was practiced by the rulers and the commoners. The Suwarian

tradition, which was to become the backbone for the peaceful coexistence of
Muslims with non-Muslims in Sudanic Africa, faced stiff criticism from ¡adical
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and orthodox schola¡s whose aim was to establish an Islamic state and the Islamic
order. Yet, in the end, the militant reform movements of the lEth and 19th cenn¡-

ries were seldom successful in their attempts to establish "pure" communities and

states of believers. Especially in the case of zakãt thß proved to be Eue, yet, it has

to be underlined that many of the conclusions presented in this study are tentative:

the lack of sources and the absolute lack of any quantitative data does not make

any further investigation possible. Thus, as a working hypothesis, it could be

argued ¡hat zalút indeed existed and ñ¡nctioned on a local level within Muslim
communities, but ceased to do so when intoduced as a form of religious tax.




